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Editorial
THE ramifications of the Strategic Defence

most, if not the most, important responsibility of
OCs and COs.
It is not too surprising, but nevertheless very
interesting, that a Sapper was apparently instrumental in steering the ship of destiny in the
Middle East. "The King and I" is a fascinating
short story of how events of such magnitude are
often influenced, in the overall scheme of things,
by chance and circumstance.
The RE TA is to be reduced by four regiments
and one independent squadron. "Basket Hanging in
Germany" is about, as it turs out, the final engineering project of one of them. The contribution of
the RE TA to cost-saving projects has been magnificent and this effort will clearly be much less in
the future. However, the expansion of the regular
component of the Military Works Force STsRE
will make some amends. "Fuelling Firepower" not
only describes one of the vital tasks undertaken by
the Corps in support of the RAF but also shows
how cost-effective the Sappers can be in helping to
maintain the Defence estate.
Adventurous training has for some time been
considered an essential part of military training.
The author of "Pu-Mori", who commands the
British Alpine Centre (Bavaria), is more knowledgeable than most on the benefits to be gained
from such training. Many will agree that tackling
the high Himalayas is close to the ultimate adventurous challenge, particularly if you are not an
experienced mountaineer.
Members of the Institution may recall that a
proposal to admit warrant officers as full members of the Institution was agreed by the AGM in
1998. It has since been endorsed by the Lords of
the Privy Council, the guardians of our Royal
Charter. We look forward to them joining our
membership (some of course are already associate members) and playing a full part in the affairs
of the Institution.
Finally, we say farewell in early May 1999 to
our Chief Royal Engineer, General Sir John
Stibbon KCB OBE, and welcome his successor,
Lieutenant General Sir Scott Grant KCB.

Review (SDR) have made themselves felt more
quickly than many anticipated. Whilst it was
always clear that it would take some years to
recruit and train the extra regular element needed
for the the Corps, the rapidity with which the TA
regiments are being disbanded this year has come
as a surprise. The Kosovo crisis may well question the wisdom of these early reductions and
even the validity of the SDR assumptions, particularly for the Sappers who once again see the
inter-tour interval for units being reduced rather
than increased.
It is perhaps early days for a clear view of the
impact of the SDR. Whilst the Corps has shifted
its emphasis in the past few years from combat to
construction engineering, it is timely to recall that
much of the SDR was predicated on maintaining a
high intensity operational capability. "Engineer
Reconnaissance in Support of the Manoeuvre
Division" is a reminder of the need to develop
sound recce doctrine and to maintain our recce
capability for such operations, despite the reducing opportunities to do so. This article should be
read by every serving Royal Engineers officer. It
addresses a problem which has been largely
neglected in the past.
There is little doubt that the requirement for professionally qualified engineers has increased and,
if present trends are anything to go by, not for a
long time has it attracted so much interest. Record
numbers are being selected to attend the
Professional Engineer Training courses at
Chatham, spurred on by a good marketing campaign within the Corps. "Is This the Best Job in
the British Army?" should be read by every aspiring chartered engineer.
It is always a pleasure to be able to publish articles submitted by engineers from other nations.
"My First Commanding Officer and Me" may
refer to times long gone by but nevertheless the
lessons in leadership and management it illustrates
are as apt today as they were then. The training
and development of young officers is one of the
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Lieut General Sir Scott Grant KCB
Chief Royal Engineer

Engineer Reconnaissance in Support of the
Manoeuvre Division
MAJOR J A H WELCH BA
"Those who do not know the conditions of mountains and forests, hazardous defiles, marshes and
swvamps, cannot conduct the march of an army".

Sun Tzu, 400-320 BC, 'The Art of War".
level, organization and modus operandi of the
combined arms groupings found in these areas and
then discuss the engineer support provided. The
emphasis is on the tactical application of engineer
recce in the division and will therefore specifically
not cover potential Corps (ARRC or other), specialist commando or parachute recce, or technical
recce such as STRE or EOD.

INTRODUCTION

THERE is currently considerable debate within the
Corps about the level of engineer reconnaissance
(recce) support that is provided to manoeuvre divisions. It is a debate that has come about for two
related reasons: a lack of engineer recce doctrine,
a fact recognized by the Royal Engineers Doctrine
Committee', and by a lack of universal understanding of engineer recce. The latter, I suspect, is
a consequence of a generation and more of officers who have little experience outside of peace
support operations. The recent publication of TD
Note 422 illustrates the difficulty that the Corps
faces with "getting the message across": in engineer terms it is less than ideal; though better than
the draft that was initially circulated. It is surprising when you consider that there is more than sufficient training analysis to be found: take but a few
examples of TESEX, Exercise Bright Star, and the

MAIN ISSUES

IT would be useful to identify the major issues as
they are currently being discussed so that a logical
flow to the various arguments can be followed.
There is a number of main issues regarding engineer support provided to the formation recce battle
group (FRBG). What support is provided? Is it, for
example, only recce elements or does it involve a
more ad hoc grouping? What is the modus
operandifor these groupings? Do recce cars simply
work in pairs under operational control (OPCON)
of each sabre squadron, or do they need to come
together as a formed sub-unit to complete various
tasks? Does the FRBG require a battle group engineer (BGE) or does the troop commander move
into the battle group HQ (BGHQ), in a similar fashion to the way that the recce troop commander of
59 Independent Commando Squadron operates
with his brigade HQ? And, finally, what is the command status of engineers within the FRBG? These
are all issues which affect the divisional deep battle
and should have instant, recognizable and acknowledged answers found in relevant publications.
There is a similar number of issues regarding engineer recce support to the close battle, which

Medicine Man and Ulan Eagle series. There are

lessons all around us just waiting to be collated,
examined, analysed, doused with a good measure
of military judgement and turned into an appropriate and relevant doctrine.3
AIMl
THE aim of this paper is to examine engineer recce
support to manoeuvre divisions in order to make
recommendations towards developing an appropriate engineer recce doctrine.
SCOPE

ENGINEER recce will be discussed in the two combined arms recognized categories of formation
recce and close recce. The paper will consider the
1

D/EinC(A)/124/9(Engr 2), Paragraph 3i of the Minutes of the 4th Royal Engineers Doctrine Committee
Meeting, dated 14 Jul 98.
2 Army Tactical Doctrine" Note No 42: The Principlesand Operationof FornnationReconnaissance. Published
in July 1998.
3 Doctrine is "... a formal expression of military knowledge and thought that the army accepts as being relevant at
any given time, which covers the nature of current and future conflicts, the preparation of the army for such
conflicts and the methods of engaging in them to achieve success". SOHB pages 8-27.
5
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merely a function of information and intelligence,
and as a consequence there will never be enough
specifically designated recce assets available "everyone is a recce asset" is a cliche which springs
to mind! The second is that the acquisition of information and its usefulness as intelligence needs to be
defined and therefore a thorough understanding of
the intelligence cycle is required.
Figure 1. Intelligence fusion at formation level.

although mentioned in TD Note 33 requires clarification. There remains some doubt about who provides the engineer recce elements for the
manoeuvre battle groups: do they come from the
close support (CS) engineer regiment's recce troop
or are they provided by the squadron which supports the BG? This issue is further complicated by
the fact that while armoured engineer troops
retained their recce sergeants under the Options for
Change reorganization, many mechanized field
troops did not. What is the command status of these
assets? Are they, like the BGE placed OPCON to

the BG? How do they train? Are they fully integrated into the BG recce troop or do they remain
with the squadron and only go forward on certain
occasions? This latter point will come as a surprise
to those who have followed this debate over the last
decade as it continues to be clearly stated in annual
lessons from training, especially in the British
Army Training Unit Suffield (BATUS) section, that
those recce troops which are comprehensively integrated out-perform those which are not. Yet there
are still engineer squadrons which deploy to
BATUS which do not integrate their recce
sergeants into the BG recce troop. It is for precisely
these reasons that doctrine must be clearly stated
and fully understood - to avoid ambiguity and
ensure that best practice is used. Finally an issue
which affects both the deep and close battle and is
probably the most important of all, how do engineer
recce elements ensure that they fully contribute to
the "recce-pull" 4 requirement for exploiting tactical
opportunities? Before being able to understand
these issues there are two fundamental facts which
ought to be accepted. The first is that recce is

TIlE INTELLIGENCE CYCLE

THE intelligence cycle of: direction, collection,
process and dissemination, will be used in an engineer context to try to develop a process for engineers in the division. Regardless of the level at
which information is being assessed the cycle
needs to be followed in order to optimize the value
of that information. The acquisition of information
needs to be focused and requirements directed to
the source which will be tasked to acquire it, be
that human intelligence or signal sources, covert
recce elements, air, aviation or unmanned aerial
vehicles. For this reason very clear commander's
guidance is required based on the IPB (intelligence preparation of the battlefield) process and
culminating in the production of the priority information requirements (PIR) list. The collection of
raw information then takes place, but it is only
when the results are analysed that it may be used
as intelligence; it is the processing of information
which makes it useable. Finally of course, there is
little point in having "intelligence" unless it is disseminated and used. The engineer input to this
cycle may be seen from the Table I opposite.
Given the vast number of intelligence sources,
there must be a point at which they are fused. This
process ensures that the gaining of information in
isolated packages is then fused into an intelligence
whole, frequently referred to as intelligence fusion
and in engineer terms is conducted at formation
level in the manner portrayed in Figure 1 above
left. However the key for recce is that what is
reported must be clear, unambiguous, factual
information. In modem parlance, it is the "spin"
which is put on that information which turns it
into intelligence: and that process is best undertaken in a headquarters environment. Field
Marshal Wavell recognized this fact and in his

4 Recce-pull is defined in TD Note 42 as "... the means by which the enemy's weaknesses and vulnerabilities are
identified and exploited rapidly in order to maximize the effect of our own combat power. Recce-pull serves to
focus and direct combat power by pulling it towards the enemy's weaknesses rather than simply pushing it for-

ward according to a preconceived plan".

ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE IN SUPPORT OF THE MANOEUVRE DIVISION
Level/Activity

Direction

Collection

Processing

7

Dissemination

Division

CRE

Formation
Engr Recce Tp

All sources cell
Engr Int/Ops

G3
Engr Ops

Brigade

CO Engr Regt

Engr Recce Tp
CS Recce

Bde HQ
CS Engr Regt

G3
CS Engr Regt

Battle Group

Engr Sqn Comd
BG Recce Tp

CS Recce
Other recce
Comd

BGHQ
CS Engr Regt
elements
All

BGHQ
CS Engr Sqn

Table 1. Engineer input to the intelligence cycle.
Note on Command5 , stated "Intelligence staff
must have as good accommodation as possible
and peace and quiet ... they must be able to sift
information, refer it to previous reports, spread
their maps etc". It is for them to analyse the information provided by various sources.
The critical aspect of both the intelligence
cycle and intelligence fusion is to appreciate that
although there are various sources of information, that at a defined point it must all be
processed into intelligence. As reconnaissance
gains information, then all military personnel
wherever located are potential sources.
The specialist elements of reconnaissance are
now considered.
FORMATION RECCE
"The qualities required of an armoured car
(recce) soldier are many but above all he mulst
be a man of independent jtudgement, quick
reflexes, courage, cunning and accuracy of
observation and statement".
Maj Gen S M O'H Abraham CB MC
(CO 9/12L 1958-1960).
TD Note 42. TD Note 42 currently describes the
roles, handling, operating procedures and command

status of formation recce. The engineer sub-paragraph is sparse and for a better understanding is
reproduced in footnote 6 below. Apart from being
fundamentally wrong in stating that the recce troop
comes from the CS regiment, as a default setting it
comes from the general support engineer
regiment 7 , it also fails to identify the main roles of
the troop or its modus operandi. However, on the
positive side the note does allude to the two engineer components: firstly the recce elements and
secondly the "real" engineer support required to
allow any non-amphibious grouping to move, live
and fight on a battlefield (which may well have
been shaped by the enemy). Given that a division's
area of intelligence responsibility is up to 50km
ahead of the forward brigades, the FRBG becomes
extremely vulnerable. In any terrain suitable for
armoured or mechanized warfare, except the
desert, to operate that far forward without being
fixed or channelled by the enemy, requires freedom to manoeuvre. That freedom can be achieved
by being equipped with a vehicle that can "swim"
or by having engineer assets capable of getting
light armoured recce cars over wet gaps. As the
current recce vehicles, and indeed their planned
replacements, are not amphibious it is fair to
deduce that additional engineer assets will have to

5 Field Marshall Wavell, Note on Command, issued in July 1942.
6
Sub-paragraph 25b reads: "Engineers. FR can expect to be allocated a recce troop from the Engineer Close Support
Regiment and it is usual for an engineer section (2 SPARTAN) to be attached to each FR squadron. Engineers will
provide the FRBG commander with specialist mobility and counter mobility advice in addition to passing back engineering information gained from the FR scouting tasks directly to the mobility cell at the formation HQ. The troop
commander should be included in the FR commander's 'Recce' Group. His reports will provide key input into the
formation HQ's DSO. In addition to reconnaissance, other engineer elements could also be attached to FR for a specific operation where additional mobility support is required such as a gap crossing or minefield breaching".
7
28 Engineer Regiment in the case of I (UK) Armoured Division and, post SDR, 36 Engineer Regiment in
3 (UK) Division.
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be provided to the FRBG to enable it to have its
own freedom of manoeuvre. That is not to say that
these assets will have to be engineer tanks, they
may not. The concepts of moving underslung
bridges or constructing light alloy, low militaryload class panel bridges are all viable. Indeed
using Exercise Bright Star 8 as an example, the
novel means of moving logistics forward in a
desert environment could quite easily be applied
for getting engineer support forward in temperate
conditions. This includes the deep insertion of
logistic supplies using support helicopters.
Engineer Formation Recce Modus Operandi.
Engineer recce elements for the FRBG are currently provided by the recce troop of the general
support engineer regiment. The establishment for
this support is four CVR(T) Spartans in peace and
eight in war. The manner in which the troop operates differs between divisions, but in simple terms
it may be either as a complete troop or as separate
vehicles placed under OPCON of FR sabre
squadrons. Likewise the troop commander may
either be employed to undertake the more normal
role as a commander on the ground or may operate from within the BGHQ and fulfil more of a
processing role. If it is the former then a BGE is
required who is able to carry out the processing of
information, consultation with higher HQ
(HQRE) and the coordination of any additional
assets which are regrouped into the FRBG. The
arguments for both are fairly compelling but there
needs to be a commonly prescribed practice
across the divisions which is readily understood
by all combined arms groupings. Table 1 demonstrates the application of engineer support to formation recce in the intelligence cycle by function
and would support the idea of isolating the functions of collection (by the commander) and processing (by an adviser in BGHQ). The "realities
of war" would also suggest that the troop commander needs to be in a position of influence on
the ground to ensure that the engineer critical and
priority information requirements are being fully
met in collection terms. A study of the most
recent example may provide further evidence of
best practice.

Exercise Medicine Man 5/98. Exercise
Medicine Man 5/98 was a formation recce exercise organized by the offensive support group of
8

HQ 3 (UK) Division. The BG was based on the
Household Cavalry Regiment, working as the
divisional FRBG and consequently focused on
the divisional deep battle space. The initial intention was to provide the same engineer recce support as for Exercise Bright Star, however, after
wargaming various scenarios it was decided to
try the ORBAT shown in Figure 2 below:

FRBG ....... BGE Party

Engr Recce Tp

Recce
Tp Comd

Recce Sgt
Recce Sgt

'

Recce Sgt
Recce Sgt

Recce Sgt

Figure 2. The ORBAT for Exercise Medicine Man 5/98.

The rationale used for this organization was that a
recce section of two CVR(T) could be provided to

each of the sabre squadrons, while a squadron
operations officer filled the role of a formal BGE.
Bearing in mind that this was the first time that so
many ISTAR assets had been integrated on a field
exercise, the following lessons were drawn:
Command and Control. Integrating a BGE into
the BGHQ allowed the troop commander to concentrate on commanding the troop on the ground, while
the functions of control and advice to the BG commander were undertaken by the BGE. There was a considerable number of occasions when sections of the troop
had to come together to seek specific information on
details of river lines, bridges, minefields or routes
and so on. A record was kept (see Table 2 opposite)
of the times the troop had to come together and act
in unity, rather than simply operating as isolated
vehicles or sections supporting sabre squadrons.
It may be deduced from Table 2 that there was a
recurring requirement for the engineer recce troop
commander to be away from the BGHQ and consequently a BGE was required to undertake his function. In a similar fashion the troop also needed greater
flexibility, an established chain of command and a

Exercise Bright Star 97 was a multinational exercise in Egypt between October and November 1997. The
HCR BG was the main UK element.

ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE IN SUPPORT OF THE MANOEUVRE DIVISION
Operation/Activity

Explanation

Advance to screen.

Engineer Recce Activity

Remarks

Advance across two
river lines.

Identify routes to screen
including bridges, then recce
12 bridges along a second river
line: eight recces for
preliminary demolition.

Tp came together to carry
out task as HCR was
grouped one sqn forward
and two rear.

Establish ISTAR
matrix.

Identify and engage enemy
once border crossed.

Undertake counter mobility
recce tasks in accordance with
the combined arms obstacle
integration trace.

Conducted recce under
cover of the screen prior
to first hostile act and
then behind screen.

Disrupt enemy.

From matrix HCR cueing
integrated OSG assets
(artillery, aviation).

AFW 4012 and 4017s passed
to engr unit undertaking tasks,

Some route denial tasks
carried out by engr recce.

Contribute to
fixing enemy.

Split enemy Ist and 2nd
tactical echelons using the
rivers lines.

Combine arms obstacle
integration.

Counter mobility tasks.

Raids.

Identify routes through free
battle space to FLET (forward
line of enemy troops) and
then conduct raids by cueing
artillery and aviation.

Advance with squadrons then
confirm likely crossing sites.
Gain information on enemy
minefields and mines.

Initially with squadrons
then came together to
identify crossing sites
while raids conducted.

Withdraw to
concentration area.

A number of enemy obstacles
placed in the way including
scatterable minefields.

Identify routes, mark obstacles
and where necessary clear
obstacles.

Initially working in
sections and then coming
together for specific tasks.

Anti helibome
operations.

React to descant operation.

Identify obstacles and find
routes through/around.
Recce counter mobility tasks.

With squadrons.

9

As troop.

Table 2. Exercise Medicine Man 5/98 table of evidence.

focus for its own (very real) G4 issues, in particular
equipment support, rations and replenishment. A
troop staff sergeant would have met all these criteria.
Organization of the Formation Engineer Recce

by a SNCO and an appropriate structure may be for
one vehicle in each section to be commanded by a
senior corporal. Similarly the troop commander must
be an experienced young officer and the BGE should

Troop. The default setting of two CVR(T) per sabre
squadron appears to be the most appropriate,
However, as the troop commander needs to be on the
ground, sorting out problems experienced through the
frictions of war, then it is suggested that the troop
should have two vehicles per squadron plus the troop
commander. The post SDR ORBAT is therefore recommended as eight CVR(T); two per squadron 9 , a
troop commander and a troop staff sergeant.
Rank Structure. The organization is currently very
flat with a captain and a number of SNCOs. The lesson
learned from BATUS is that it is probably not necessary for every engineer recce vehicle to be commanded

have some experience of operating at BG level. With
the addition of a troop staff sergeant, the structure of a
FR recce troop becomes optimized.
Training. The operations conducted by a FRBG are
intricate and specialized. Disparate engineer recce
grouping would have difficulty in integrating into
such an organization. It is certainly not a new lesson,
but engineer recce troops should not be caderised,
they must train with their respective BGs and they
must be regularly evaluated using the special-to-arm
engineer training standards. Likewise in a divisional
context the offensive support group must train regularly in a fully integrated, combined arms grouping

9 The post SDR structure of armoured formation reconnaissance regiments is understood to be three sabre
squadrons and not four as at present.

10
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and in a challenging training environment such as
BATUS. It is only with the benefit of opportunities like this that integration and interoperability
can be achieved.
Engineer Support. The final lesson is one already
mentioned as being outside of the scope of this paper,
and that is the very real requirement for engineer support to the FRBG in order to allow it to move and survive in the deep battle. Some of this support could
have been provided by its own integral support troops,
had they deployed with them, however the need for
mobility, counter mobility and survivability support
suggested that some form of close engineer grouping
would be necessary to undertake this function.
CLOSE RECONNAISSANCE
"You can never do too much reconnaissance".
General George S. Patton, 1947.
Role. The role of the close recce troop or platoon
is to provide accurate and timely information for
the BG by day and by night, in all weather conditions and in all phases of war. Likewise the role
of close engineer recce is to integrate into the BG
recce troop in order to undertake all those activities associated with close recce, to provide specialist engineer advice and to be tasked as a
source to confirm engineer priority intelligence
requirements. It is a demanding task requiring
great initiative, inquisitiveness and confidence.
Purpose. The underlying, and often forgotten,
purpose of engineer elements attached to close
recce is to be able to read the ground and identify
opportunities to exploit the tactical situation.
This becomes critical in the advance when any
loss of tempo may result in the BG losing
momentum and initiative. The lessons from
BATUS demonstrate quite clearly that those
recce troops able to "pull" the BG are far more
successful than those who are pushed or directed
by it. Furthermore BG recce troops that are fully
integrated perform far more successfully than
those which are not. It appears to be a lesson
10
which is releared year after year .
Main Issues. The main issues for the provision of
engineer recce vehicles for a manoeuvre BG are:
where do they come from, how many are required
and how do they operate. A conflict of interest
arises in engineer units as recce sergeants are

found both in the CS squadrons and in the regiment's recce troop. When deployed in support of
a manoeuvre brigade the regiment needs its engineer troop to collect information about its critical
engineer intelligence requirements. Yet the BG
also needs vital engineer assets to ensure that
momentum is not lost.
Where do engineer recce elements come from?
Engineer recce elements which may be grouped
with a BG recce troop are currently found from
the following two sources:
* Firstly from within the close support engineer regiment's recce troop; which has four CVR(T) Spartans
in peace and eight in war.
* Secondly from within the troop of the CS squadron.
Assuming that it is formed with one armoured and
one mechanized troop, it should have two recce
sergeants (one per troop).
How many are required? Again this question
needs to be considered in component parts:
For the engineer regimental recce troop? The two
functions of this troop are to provide collection of the
engineer PIRs and also to provide reinforcement to
BGs. Some may have difficulty in identifying with
the former task, yet when one analyses brigade level
FTXs it is frequently necessary to use the engineer
recce troop to concentrate on the commander's critical engineer requirements for future planning, which
may or may not be inside BG boundaries. The
requirements for these will vary, but it is unlikely to
exceed four at any given time. Indeed when it is less,
it releases more assets for the BGs.
For the BG recce troop? This is undoubtedly critical
as history demonstrates that without adequate and
properly integrated engineer recce vehicles a BG is
simply unable to exploit tactical opportunities. This is
shown time and time again in BATUS, and on
TESEX, and reinforces the requirement to ensure that
when recce assets are lost they are replaced as soon as
is practically possible. As a default setting two recce
sergeants are an absolute minimum and must have the
ability to reinforce where necessary. Currently the
requirement can be met by a CS squadron if it
receives one recce sergeant from the regimental recce
troop. So the default setting has, on occasions, been:
One recce sergeant each from the squadron placed
OPCON BG recce troop.

10Land Command Observations from Training 1997, Annex C to Part 3, TSC(G) Observations, Paragraph 8b.
Integration of Engineer Close Recce. "It was noticeable that little or no pre-training, including TEWTS or drills,
had been done and consequently recce call signs found integration difficult".
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* One recce sergeant from the regimental recce troop
placed OPCON BG recce troop.
* One recce sergeant from the CS squadron remains with
the mechanized field troop, but is prepared and trained to
reinforce the BG recce troop when required.

Although workable, this arrangement should
not be cited as best practice and is based on
recent deployments from Germany based on
what can be supplied rather than what the
requirement is. Post SDR the structure would be
best served by:
* Two recce sergeants from the regimental recce troop
placed OPCON BG recce troop.
* One recce sergeant for both the armoured and mechanized troops.
* All recce sergeants must be interoperable.
Modus operandi. Those engineer recce elements
placed OPCON the BG recce troop must become
an integral part of that troop. It is the "integration" into the troop which requires most effort
and it is very much a two-way process. BG recce
troops that are parochial and difficult to integrate
into are far less likely to succeed than those that
are welcoming, cooperative with attached arms,
and willing to learn and understand each other's
roles and problems. They are the BGs which
achieve the very highest of training standards and
are the ones which are significantly more successful on TESEX than others!
Training. Training the engineer recce sergeants
during the "Training Year" of the formation
readiness cycle should not present a problem. In
Germany, for example, where three BGs will
train in BATUS before a formation FTX in
Poland, two recce sergeants from the CS
squadron plus two from the regiment could be
sent to BATUS and be rotated through the BG
recce troop. This is not as difficult or as clumsy
as it might seem as recce assets, of whatever capbadge, have a very short life expectancy in war
(amply demonstrated in TES missions). This
therefore gives all the recce sergeants the opportunity of training in BATUS during their training
year before deploying on a formation FTX. In the
UK the situation is similar. Only two BGs will
train in BATUS and will be supported by two CS
squadrons. The two recce sergeants from these
squadrons could deploy again with reinforcement
from the recce troop. It is therefore recommended that BATUS provide an additional
CRV(T) Spartan for the engineer group, allowing
two recce sergeants from the engineer recce
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troop to deploy and transition through the BG
recce troop. This would spread the experience
and ensure that all recce sergeants were interchangeable. Figures 3 and 4, over the page,
demonstrate these proposals.
SUNMMARY AND RECONMINENDATIONS

THE intention of this paper was not to be prescriptive about organizations or deployments,
but rather to identify the levels of engineer
recce support required in a manoeuvre division.
Consequently the paper sets out to examine the
requirements and make recommendations for
incorporation into doctrine. For this reason the
bullet points that follow are suggested principles upon which organizations and ORBAT
may be developed:
* Engineer recce needs to be clearly expressed in
formal doctrine. It is recommended that this is initially achieved by the production of a TD Note:
Engineer Recce in the Division published in the
Army "Tactical Doctrine Handbook". The levels of
engineer recce should be recognized as: formation
recce, close recce and engineer regimental recce.
* Formation recce. It is highly recommended that
the engineer input to TD Note 42 is revised as a
matter of some urgency. A suggested general introduction for engineers to FR doctrine has been forwarded to Engineer 2 and is copied here, with
minor amendments, for completeness:
Engineers. There are two types of engineer support to
FR. The first is the specialist engineer recce whose primary role is to gather information in accordance with
the formation CRE's Priority Information Requirements
(PIR). The second type is the integral engineer support
provided to the FRBG, providing mobility, counter
mobility and survivability support as required under the
tactical circumstances. These two areas are further
defined below:
Engineer recce support to FR. Engineer recce assets
will be fully integrated into the FRBG and whilst they
may assist with the information gathering activities of
the FRBG, it is emphasized that their primary responsibility is to provide timely and accurate information in
accordance with the CRE's PIRs. The FRBG could
expect an engineer recce troop placed either OPCON or
TACOM and organized into sections of two CVR(T)
Spartan. In addition a BGE party of one Captain and
two signallers will be provided as part of the FR BGHQ
and placed OPCON. The troop and the BGE party will
be found from the parent formation's general support
engineer regiment. The troop will be commanded by a
captain who should have a troop staff sergeant as his
second-in-command, the other vehicles will be commanded by recce sergeants. Tasking will be part of the
formation commander's orders and consequently will
include all engineer PIRs, either in the PIR schedule or
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in the engineer annex. In conjunction with the FRBG
commander the BGE will then formulate the collation
plan. Depending upon the phase of war and the tactical
situation, the troop may operate on its own, in half
troops or in pairs as part of a FR sabre squadron.
Engineer Support to FR. Engineer support allocated
to a FRBG will again be dependent upon the phase of
war and the tactical situation. Resources would be allocated as part of the CRE's concept of operations and
would operate in accordance with TD Note 33. The
resources allocated could be from across the wide spectrum of engineer assets available to the division, be that
armoured or airportable bridges, demolition or route
denial tasks, vehicle launched scatterable minelayers or
resources for the provision of water.

G
ntrol
Formation
.......... Engineer
Recce
anrty
advise
BGHQ

Sergeant

Sect

IRee

the CS squadron. These two areas are further
described below:
Engineer recce troop. The role of the recce troop from
the CS engineer regiment is to provide first hand information for the CO. The troop may operate independently
or within a BG's specific area of interest. It will be
tasked directly by the CO in accordance with the engineer PIRs established at brigade level. The troop may be
used to enhance or reinforce the BG recce troop should
the need arise. The troop comprises fourl CVR(T)
Spartans, in peace and war, and is robustly structured
with a troop commander, troop sergeant and two recce
corporals. It can operate as a complete troop or in sections of two vehicles.
Engineer recce in the BG close recce troop. The engineer recce vehicles provided to the BG recce troop may
come from either the engineer recce troop or from
within the CS squadron. They are experienced SNCOs,
or very senior corporals, and their role is to provide
technical advice to the BG commander, be it through
the recce troop chain of command or the engineer chain
of command. They will generally be placed OPCON to
the BG and will work as an integral part of the BG
recce troop. Although they are expected to be entirely
interoperable with the troop and be capable of say, identifying and marking a BG FUP, their modus operandi is
to be called forward to provide expert advice on sites
rather than to operate simply as another recce section.
So for example, in the advance they would move one
bound behind the recce group and then be called forward to confirm likely crossing sites identified by the
BG recce vehicles.
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Close engineer recce. Again a recommended
explanation of engineer close recce is as follows:
Engineer recce support to the close battle is provided from two sources: from within the CS engineer regiment's recce troop and from the troops in
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Figure 3. Recommended ORBAT for engineer
recce troop in FRBG.
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'Maybe additional two recce corporals required inthe
post SDR Germany CS regiments.

Figure 4. Recommended CS engineer recce troop.

Engineer Close Recce in a Manoeuvre Battle Group

Organizations. Default settings are suggested
in the following three figures:
n*Maybefound from CS Squadron or
from CS engineer regiment's recce troop.

1 The post SDR engineer structure in Germany means
that the recce troop will require six vehicles.

Figure 5. Recommended recce support to a BG.
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Establishment Summary. To assist an overall
appreciation of these establishments a tabular
summary of recce appointments is:
Appointment

Formation
Recce Tp
(GS reg)

Tp comd
Tpssgt
Recce sgt
Recce cpl
Sig/op
Dvr
TOTAL

Close
Recce Tp
in CS Regt
(UK)

I
1
3
3
8
8

I
Nil
I
2
4
4

1+23

1+11

Close
Recce Tp
in CS Regt
(Germany)
I
Nil
1
4
6
6
1+17

CS Sqn

CS Sqn

(UK)

(Germany)

Nil
Nil
3
Nil
3
3
0+9

Nil
Nil
2
Nil
2
2
0+6

Note:
This establishment table assumes:
* The post SDR CS regiment in Germany is configured with three CS squadrons
each of one armoured, one field and one support troop. The CS regiment supports three BGs, one CS squadron per BG.
* The post SDR CS regiment in the UK is one armoured engineer and one field
squadron. The CS regiment supports two manoeuvre BGs (armoured or
armoured infantry) and two Saxon BGs. As a default setting the manoeuvre
BGs are supported by a CS squadron of one armoured and one field troop. The
Saxon BGs are support by one field troop.
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FINAL THOUGITS

POST SDR ORBATs should be designed to
reflect the above levels of engineer recce support and the recommended organizations.
The BGE party for the formation engineer
recce troop should be established as part of the
HQ squadron ORBAT in the general support
engineer regiment. In this way regular contact
could be maintained, formalized training conducted and procedures developed. The BGE
could act as the HQ squadron operations officer
for other tasks.
If the ORBAT recommendations are accepted
there is a compelling argument for the creation
of a "recce specialist" career stream from full
corporal onwards and this concept should be
investigated further.
No engineer recce elements should be
caderised. There should be no difference
between the peacetime and the wartime establishments for engineer recce troops.

The King and I
COLONEL W G A LAWRIE MA CENG FICE FIL FRSA

East over the last 40 years. I remember Nuri stubbing a broad double-jointed thumb on the table as
if he was squashing a fly, and saying confidently,
"I have got the people of Iraq just like that".
The following week a Jordanian delegation left
for a return visit to Baghdad. Providentially
King Hussein did not accompany them. A few
days later my phone rang at 5am. It was Major
General Fouaz el Maher from Qiada, the army
HQ. "Can you come round at once, Colonel?
Something terrible has happened in Baghdad."
The previous night a bloody coup had been instigated in Baghdad by Brigadier Kassem, who
planned to become President of a communist bloc
consisting of a united Jordan and Iraq. The entire
Royal family had been lined up and shot, to be followed soon after by Nuri es Said and Ibrahim
Hashem. Fouaz el Maher thought it quite possible
that King Hussein would be the next target. He
was actually in great danger with an Iraqi brigade
under arms camped outside Amman, while the
Jordan army was ten miles away at Zerqa.
Discussions and conferences went on all day. I
could only suggest that an appeal should be made
to Britain. "How can I do that, when we have just
abrogated the Anglo-Jordan treaty?" said the
King. I replied that I would go back to the
embassy and try to arrange something.
Our Ambassador was actually on leave and the
charge d'affaires was an inexperienced
New Zealander. I drafted a telegram to be sent to
London and the charge d'affaires signed it that
afternoon. I wish I could remember how I worded
it, but it worked. Harold Macmillan called a cabinet meeting and orders went out that night for the
Parachute Brigade to fly to Amman.
In the meantime the situation in Amman was
electric. Bombs were going off, houses were on
fire and the British Library was blown up. My
wife kept an appointment with the hairdresser,
but was told "Sitti, I think you should go home.
The streets are not safe in Amman today." All
our servants asked for the day off to see to their
families; then the lights failed, leaving my wife
alone in the dark with a small baby.
The Iraqi Military Attache, a fervent loyalist,
took me out in his car after dark and parked

I AM writing this on 8 February 1999, while the
funeral of King Hussein is taking place in
Amman. It has attracted a splendid array of
world leaders, who have spoken of his outstanding courage and diplomatic skills, with which I
entirely agree. However I cannot help recalling
that, but for my personal intervention on two
dramatic occasions, this would not be happening
and the history and geography of the Middle
East would have developed in completely different directions.
From 1956 to 1959 I was Military Attach6 at
the British Embassy in Amman, an exciting and
welcome change from the training brigade in
Aldershot. I was immediately involved in the
continual kaleidoscopic switches in Middle
Eastern affairs. In 1958 Egypt and Syria, both
bitter enemies of Jordan, announced a pact of
unity. King Hussein and his fellow Old
Harrovian cousin King Feisal II of Iraq retaliated
by announcing the unity of Jordan and Iraq. The
capital and seat of government were to be for six
months in Baghdad and six months in Amman.
To celebrate this development King Hussein
invited King Feisal, his Prime Minister, Nuri es
Said and many senior officials to Amman, plus a
brigade of the Iraqi army which was to carry out
joint exercises with the Jordan army. There was
a week of parades, banquets and other jollifications, which included a dinner party hosted by
the British Ambassador, Sir Charles Johnston.
After dinner we were invited to sit at small
tables in the garden under the stars. The
Ambassador noticed two old men sitting alone
and asked me to see if they would like a drink.
When I went up to them I saw that they were
Nuri es Said, Prime Minister of Iraq and Ibrahim
Hashem, Prime Minister of Jordan. They were
very old colleagues, being two of the three
Arabs that had landed in Aqaba with
T E Lawrence in 1917. The third became Prime
Minister of Syria, but had been assassinated.
They invited me to draw up a chair and join
them. They were uncomplimentary about my
Arabic and suggested we continued in French.
I wish I could have tape-recorded the conversation when they went over the history of the Middle
14
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opposite a large house belonging to Suleiman
Nabulsi, a communist ex-prime minister who
had been sacked by Hussein. We could see several Iraqi army jeeps, then some Jordanian officers arrived, and they all took part in an
animated discussion in an upper room with the
curtains drawn back. We were both convinced
that we had been watching a coordinating conference for an attack on Hussein. I just hoped the
Parachute Brigade would arrive in time.
As soon as I heard they were coming I had to
arrange for transport and barracks to accommodate them. I told the local bakers to produce
1000 extra loaves the next day. I rang my wife
and suggested she took a torch and searched the
house for a hidden bomb that one of our servants
might have left. If she found anything suspicious
to throw it out of the window down the hillside.
After dashing about all night I got home,
relieved to find all in order and turned on the
radio. A BBC announcer was just saying "It is
officially denied that British troops are flying to
Jordan", when I looked out of the window to see
a line of aeroplanes coming in to land. I rushed
to the airport to explain to the brigadier, rather to
his disappointment, that he had no one to fight.
All the confusion in Amman fizzled out and the
Iraqi brigade was told to push off.
This was just one of numerous attempts to assassinate King Hussein. Most of the others were initiated by disloyal Jordan army sappers originally
from Palestine. They were the only servicemen
who could understand fuses and detonators, as
most of the army were illiterate Bedouins. The
King decided to enlist Bedouin boys and train
them to be sappers. He asked if I could recommend a RE officer who would come out to Jordan
on contract and take on this task.
When I took over Gibraltar Barracks in
Aldershot in 1953 I also inherited the Boys'
Squadron RE. They were only about 50 strong,
were scruffy, lazy and ill-disciplined, throwing
boots at the padre when he came to talk to them. I
saw no chance of them becoming future RE warrant officers. Luckily Major Tony Gardiner was
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posted in. He had been a RE Boy himself, was
commissioned for gallantry in the field and won
the MC. I managed to take over Malta Barracks
and sent the boys over there under Major
Gardiner. He worked very hard to transform the
squadron and by 1955 the strength was up to
250 boys, with 10 officers and 98 permanent staff.
I had no hesitation in recommending him to
King Hussein and was sure he would be a success.
Major Gardiner had been planning to take over
a pub when he left the army, but the job in
Jordan appealed to him. He was only worried
about his daughter, aged 19, who had just started
a job as a telephonist. Should he take her out to
Jordan? I said, "Of course. I'm sure she will find
something to do."
At this time King Hussein had divorced his
Egyptian wife for complete incompatibility and
was looking for some light relief from his onerous life. When he met Miss Gardiner at a RAF
dance, they clicked at once. She was just his
type and they enjoyed the same things.
When it became known in London that he
planned to marry her, Macmillan was furious,
saying it would look to the Arab world like a
British plot. He asked why she was in Jordan,
and when my name was mentioned, I was told to
go round to see her at the Park Lane Hotel,
where she had come to buy her trousseau, and
beg her to call the whole thing off. Luckily I was
spared a difficult interview, for she had left
already and soon became a Muslim and married
the king, who gave her the name Muna.
Some Jordanians disapproved of the marriage,
but 30 years ago they were already worried
about the succession. King Hussein reluctantly
agreed to a friendly divorce so that he could
marry an Arab. He made two more marriages
and became father to five sons, but Muna's son
Abdullah was always the senior among them.
Now that he has succeeded as Abdullah II I wish
him well and trust that he has inherited not only
the courage and instinctive diplomatic skills of
his father, but also a share of the gallantry of his
sapper grandfather.

Major General M K Paul VSM Indian Army
My First Commanding Officer and Me

MY FIRST COMMANDING OFFICER AND ME

only in Tamil, the regimental language which at
the time was to me no less than Latin! With quite
a bit of effort, after breaking the language, temperature and darkness barriers, I managed to
locate my platoon which was in dug-in bunkers.
On my return, the OC hurled volleys of questions
at me, such as who was the platoon junior commissioned officer (JCO) platoon havildar and so
on; and what did I think of the platoon, as if I had
been the Platoon Commander for months. I recollect the initiation which put me on trial and I
often sit to ponder as to why no guide was given
to me. It taught me to get to grips with unit matters and protocol.
Each day's service under him was an experience. Daytime activities were absolutely jampacked with programmes for all to carry out
with clockwork precision, utter dedication and
without reservation.
The evenings, over a drink, were of utmost
interest to me as he would talk at this time about
his first-hand experiences of the last world war.
Such were the points he made that I used to be
awestruck and would wait eagerly for the
evenings. These were excellent lessons learnt
about men, sections, platoons, or, for that matter,
field companies. Interesting points brought out by
personal experience of the Second World War on
different fronts, were of the nature of how to
tackle a situation when a newly inducted raw
Sapper panicked in the face of the enemy, thereby
almost giving away his unit's position. Or how to
rescue a fresh lieutenant who was in the process
of getting stuck in the middle of a minefield during a battle, or how to toughen troops mentally in
the desert when they had to live for days together
on a few drops of water. There was just no end to
such interesting daily episodes which made his
officers extra conscious of their responsibilities.
He believed that good officers must sacrifice.
And how does one sacrifice in peacetime, even in
a place like Poonch which took three days to
reach from Pathankot (entry point to Kashmir) in
monsoons? Well, you could surrender your leave.
He planted this thought in my mind in such a way
that I felt guilty for asking for any leave even
after serving for one and a half years in the unit.
When my father, a tea planter, wrote from
Assam that the family had not met me for almost
two years, one evening I drew enough courage to
ask the OC, with utmost hesitation, for only a few
days leave.
He said, "Pakkalam" (Let me see.)
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After a few days, I received a letter from my
father saying that he was very happy to receive a
note from my OC who said that I was doing well
and that staying in the unit was more important for
a young officer than whiling away time on leave.
My father appeared to be very happy having
received this letter, more so probably because he
felt proud that his son was wanted in the unit. That
is how I had, or rather did not have, leave. Since
then, I also felt that leave is not to be availed of by
officers until and unless there is a real need.
The question still remained as to how to have a
break. By the time I could think of a way out, yet
another six months had passed. As I said before,
there was just no time to think of anything else.
Captain Balwant Singh, of a neighbouring
Goorkha battalion, returned after attending a
Driving and Maintenance (B vehicle) course at
Faizabad. So, I made another attempt, one evening,
requesting the OC's permission to attend this
course. I brought out that armed with expertise by
attending such a course I would be, on return, contributing a lot by raising the not so satisfactory
state of our MT and Plant. His one-line reply was
"What do they teach in Faizabad these days?"
Next morning, I ran up the hill to contact Balwant
and obtained the syllabus. I handed over the same
with all humility and prayed that some positive
results would be achieved. He simply asked me to
see him in his office later. At the appointed time I
found the unit senior JCO Subedar Balram, MC,
standing at attention and next to him the shivering
Jemadar Adiyodi, the MT JCO, in dungarees. As
soon as I saluted, he almost threw the syllabus to
Adiyodi saab and said in Hindi (which he did only
when he felt annoyed). "Ajse Lieutelnant saab har
roz adhai baje se sare char baje tak ldungaree
pahankar MT line me ayenge. Is syllabus ke mlntabik training dijayegi. Us ke baad Test hoga. Carry
on!". In brief, he said that Lieutenant Paul would
attend this course in the unit itself and he (the MT
JCO) had better make sure that I achieved an adequate standard.
Well, Adiyodi saab, scared to the bone, ensured
that I did have the best D&M training ever conducted. And this was the result of my abortive
attempt to have a short break from the unit. In retrospect, I felt the whole experience was a good
thing. Maybe there is no D&M (B) written at the
end of my name in the corps list, but Jemadar
Adiyodi was a very dedicated instructor and by
the end of his instruction I knew the ins and outs
of each and every vehicle and piece of plant in the
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unit, and in those days in a field company there
were far too many of them. Above all, I was available to my unit during those three months, as Field
Platoon Commander, Sports Officer, Canteen
Officer, Mess Secretary and what not. The OC
grilled into me that it was better to have "on the
job" training in the unit than attend umpteen number of courses provided by the Army.
How true were his views, when one sees officers
wasting so much of their time on courses today. It
appears to me that there is a course for every conceivable action one could face. The other day I
did a calculation and came to the conclusion that
if an officer takes his full entitlement of leave,
and attends all possible courses, it would amount
to more than thirty per cent of his total service.
In spite of the course, however, I could not ensure
one hundred per cent success in operation and
maintenance of the MT. One rainy day our OC had
gone to Surankot. In those days, the standard of the
roads in that region was such that during rains, the
roads would be so slushy that light vehicles like
jeeps, would slide sideways as one drove. As luck
would have it, the OC's jeep failed near Surankot
and would not move at all. The message received
through Subedar Saab was that Lieutenant Paul,
along with the MT Platoon, would march in FSMO
(field service marching order) to Surankot (a distance of 14kms) and take the jeep back without
starting the engine. Well, after that there was no
MT failure in the unit for the rest of my tenure!
Such was the striking originality of my OC which
made him most remarkable and memorable.
By the time I completed three years under his
command, my posting order to the Centre* was
received. My perception at that point of time, with
regard to qualitative requirements for young officers to be posted to the Centre, was that one
should have won the Sword of Honour or be a
Gold Medalist while passing out from the Indian
Military Academy. I approached my OC requesting him to either keep me in his unit or have me
posted to another field company in any field area.
On hearing this, he was really furious and gave me
a good dressing down which I had never had from
him. I had by now established myself so well with
him that, according to him, I could fit into any job,
corresponding to my rank and service and by
approaching him with such a request, I had shown
lack of confidence.
*Madras Sappers Centre.

The unit had come down to Yol camp and the
day came for my departure to Bangalore. The
compartment in which I was supposed to travel
by narrow gauge from Palampur for the stretch up
to Pathankot, was fully decorated by the men.
I was given a very touching farewell at the railway station by a large number of Sappers of our
company including my OC who appeared to be
rather delighted and reassuring. A couple of minutes before the train left the platform, someone
handed me an envelope addressed to me with the
words, very boldly written, "TO BE OPENED
AND READ AFTER THE TRAIN LEAVES
THE PLATFORM".
I became impatient but, with a great deal of
mental strength, I checked the temptation of
opening it 'til the train departed. As soon as the
train left, I opened it and found a letter written by
the OC in his own hand counselling me with
some 20 odd points to be followed while serving
in the Centre. Shedding tears on any issue has
always been considered by me as an act of weakness, but on reading this letter, I do not know how
many times before reaching Pathankot, there were
tears in my eyes. Mind you, on reporting to the
Centre, I started following these points religiously
and in no time I found that in spite of myself I
was no less worthy than others.
I wonder how many officers commanding of the
rank of major would write such letters to subalterns who move out of their units. I just cannot
stop the temptation of narrating one more incident.
After serving a couple of years in the Centre, I
wrote to him to say that I was engaged to be married and that my fiancde was also the daughter of a
Madras Sapper officer. This was a total surprise to
him because I had, on many occasions, vociferously advocated that a good officer should never
get married lest responsibility of his married life
came in the way of his professional efficiency.
He replied indicating his happiness and informed
me that he would be visiting Bangalore shortly.
One evening, my soon-to-be in-laws sent for me
and mentioned that my OC had visited them and
had also informed them of some of my weak
points. Such a situation, you would agree, was
annoying. I met him later and we had a couple of
drinks together. I was mentally determined to have
a fight over what he had done; anyway, that was
the frame of my mind before meeting him. I asked
him why he had done such a thing, to which he
replied very innocently that he had meant well and
he had wanted my soon-to-be in-laws and my wife

MY FIRST COMMANDING OFFICER AND ME
to take care of these weak points so that I would
become a better officer. Isn't it classic from a great
man, my OC, administrating me and my affairs?
I could go on narrating my early days with my
OC, but fear that the editor might reject this paper
on the grounds of it being too voluminous. I shall
proceed no further with my obsession.
I interestingly conclude by listing several facets
of the life of my OC. It is remarkable to account
that during a period of his command of three
years or so, officers who served under him
reached great heights in their careers. His second
in command rose to become the Quartermaster
General of the Indian Army. His Number One
Platoon Commander, and later Second in
Command, though cleared for the rank of Major
General retired only because of the mandatory
period required to be served prior to the date of
retirement. His Number Two Platoon
Commander became a Major General. Yours
truly, his Number Three Platoon Commander,
also reached a comparable level of competence,
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and there was yet another officer, who later joined
us as one of the platoon commanders, who was
promoted to the rank of Major General. Thus a
tiny Engineer unit, under the command of a seasoned field company commander, produced five
General officers for Madras Sappers. This record
could probably find a place even in the "Guinness
Book of Records". What better occasion to pay,
after four decades, our respect to a purist, a confident soldier and a splendid War Veteran.
(The OC was Major P Sampangiraj, IOM, IDSM,
Vishisht Seva Medal. The unit was 65 Field
Company, whose battle honour is "Mandalay". It
was commanded by Colonel Robert C Gabriel, RE
in the mid-forties. Until four years back he visited
India regularly, and the unit in particular, almost
once inevery three years. Over the years we became
quite close and visited Jhansi together to attend our
unit day on several occasions. I had the good fortune of Commanding 65 in the early sixties. 65 is
now an Assault Field Squadron.)

Lieut Colonel G Taylor
Is this the best job in the British Army

Is this the best job in the British Army (1)

Is this the best job in the British Army (2)

Lieutenant Colonel J M Wyatt OBE
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in this fascinating city, particularly for mountaineering equipment, which was about 50 per
cent of UK prices. Most of us took advantage of
the favourable rates and bought such essential
items as down jackets for £80 against £250 in
the UK. But above all else in these first days, we
were smitten by the extraordinary friendliness
and charm of the Nepalese people, a feeling that
remained with us throughout the expedition.
After two days in Kathmandu we were ready to
move out, boarding an internal 45-minute flight
from Kathmandu to Lukla, from where the trek
began. This flight must rate as one of the most
exciting in the world. The landing strip, at
2800m, is literally tucked into the mountains
with an approach up a deep-sided valley to a
short gravel strip which comes to an abrupt end
into the face of a mountain. Little room for
error; fortunately our pilot got it right.
On leaving the aircraft we were immediately
aware of the altitude, experiencing a feeling of
breathlessness with everything we had to do.
Meeting up with our sirdar, Poona, and our porter,
we learnt that our freight from Doha had arrived in
Kathmandu but would not be released by the
authorities. There was no option but to start the
trek and hope that by some miracle the stuff would
somehow turn up at Pu-Mori; Poona assured us
that it would but we did not share his confidence.
The ten-day trek to Pu-Mori base camp follows
the same route as that for Everest base camp,
along the dramatic and starkly beautiful Khumbu
valley. From the surprisingly green and lush lower
approaches up to the harsh and remote glacial valleys of the Everest region an incomparable landscape with breathtaking views can be seen.
The trek, staying in simple village tea houses
overnight, took eight days as we followed a strict
regime of only climbing a maximum of 300m a
day to allow for proper acclimatization. This
fairly relaxed approach paid dividends as none of
us suffered more than the ever-present headaches
and shortage of breath. It was amazing how
many other commercial groups, trying to meet
financial deadlines, were suffering badly. Our
doctor was kept extremely busy and without
doubt saved two, possibly three, lives of people
who were severely affected by high altitude sickness brought on by trying to climb too quickly.
Pu-Mori base camp, at 5200m, is an idyllic location on the edge of a glacial lake at the foot of the
mountain, with magnificent views of Everest on
the far side of the Khumbu Glacier. Much to our

amazement, within two hours of arriving at base
camp our long-lost freight appeared on the backs
of a dozen yaks under the supervision of the confident Poona. It was a miracle of quartermastering
skill. Fifteen barrels had been got from Doha to
Pu-Mori base camp by air and yak, over the most
inhospitable ground by a team of two people with
virtually no communications. A few lessons to be
learnt there!
The important business now began. A further
day of acclimatization (a word I really came to
understand) and sorting out of kit, before we
established an advanced base camp at 5800m.
Fortunately the weather was in our favour, clear
warm days (and freezing nights, down to -25°)
which enabled us to set up the camp with comparative ease.
Camp 1, at 6200m, was the next target. The
route needed to have ropes fixed along it, so our
two strongest climbers, SSgt Dave Bunting and
Sgt John Doyle, were given this responsibility.
They carried it out with remarkable speed, bearing in mind the altitude, but with everything
going so smoothly disaster was bound to strike.
It almost did that first evening at Camp 1.
Shortly after Dave and John arrived at their chosen site, they heard a deafening explosion from
directly above and, looking up, were faced by the
mother of all avalanches. There was nowhere to
go, the camp being on a narrow ridge, and both
decided that they were breathing their last. They
watched in frozen amazement as the avalanche
careered directly towards them. To their immense
relief, no more than 50m from them, the
avalanche suddenly dropped down to the right of
the ridge, covering them in snow and debris but
otherwise leaving them unharmed. At base camp,
where the remainder of us were watching through
binoculars, we were convinced that Dave and
John had been swept away. The relief when they
radioed through was tangible.
As it was now approaching dusk, Dave and
John had to stay at Camp 1, despite the risk of
further avalanches, and shortly after the first
there had been a second, which fortunately followed the same route; this at least indicated that
the chosen site for Camp I was safe and well
selected. However, they had a sleepless night,
interrupted with several more major ice-falls in
the immediate area.
The following morning at first light, John and
Dave returned to base camp to "review the situation". The next leg from Camp 1 to Camp 2 was

PU MORI

Captain M J Pavey
Basket Hanging In Germany

Basket Hanging In Germany (2)

Basket Hanging In Germany (3)

Basket Hanging In Germany (4)
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props, supporting formwork. These worked, but
heavy rainfall overnight left pooled water, lying
on the reacting concrete, almost boiling.
As the second week passed, a sense of achievement was unavoidable when looking around the
site; sub soil structures were now backfilled and the
surrounding area left for late autumn seeding. The
composite bridge was almost ready for traffic, and
troop shelters could shelter troops. It was agreed
with the client that some blockwork required on the
Bailey bankseats would be completed by Range
Control after the regiment had departed.
The exercise had proved many things, not least
of which was the fact that TA Sappers can still
be tasked on complex, intensive construction
projects and produce positive results. In an aside
at a mid-exercise guest night, the OC of a unit
based in Hameln admitted that no regular regiment would have taken on a similar task with
such a short time on site.

Back in the UK, the Strategic Defence Review
announcement on the future of the TA dampened
the post-exercise feeling of a job well done. Bad
news was expected but the speed at which the regiment's demise was to take place took everyone by
surprise. Sadly, 78 (Fortress) Engineer Regiment
(Volunteers) will haul down its flag on 30 June
1999. Southampton TA Centre (78 Regiment RHQ
and 560 Squadron (Volunteers)) will house a gunner (air defence) battery and a medical squadron;
Brighton TA Centre (127 (Sussex Yeomanry)
Field Squadron (Volunteers)) will house an
infantry company, which will not take up the
Sussex Yeomanry title; and Church Crookham TA
Centre (227 Amphibious Engineer Squadron
(Volunteers)) will close down completely.
Whilst many members of the regiment are optimistic about finding another local unit to continue their service in the TA, many of them will
be Sappers no more.

Major A G Campbell BSc CEng
Fuelling Firepower
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Role. The role of 516 STRE (BP) is: "to supply
to the RAF, Army and Royal Marines (RM) the
expertise needed by those services in the construction and repair of permanent and expeditionary petroleum infrastructure to enable them
to complete the military tasks detailed in current
Defence Planning Assumptions". This mission
statement has two implicit tasks;
*To deploy TFHE insupport of operations, and
* to assess, repair and commission existing fuels infrastructure where it exists.
The roles for fitters (utility and petroleum) and
clerks of works are obvious, but the critical components common to both tasks are the fitter,
welder and draughtsman.
FUELS ENGINEERING OPERATIONS
AND TRAINING

Military Design Authority (MDA). 516 STRE
(BP) is the MDA for the design of TFHE for the
three Services. Therefore, if TFHE is to be
deployed in a mode not covered by standard configurations, then the MDA must be consulted.
Due to its "meccano" design the mis-employment

MRA FORWARD

of this equipment is a real hazard. TFHE is a
portable hydraulic system that has all the inherent
dangers of non-compressible fluids being moved
under pressure.
TFHE. TFHE consists of a ship to shore
pipeline system (SSPS), towed flexible barge
discharge system (TFBDS), cross-country
pipelines and storage and dispense facilities for
fixed wing aircraft, helicopters and truck tanker
fuel. It is used by all three Services and we are
responsible for its safe use and deployment. The
illustration above shows some of the components required for the distribution of fuel from a
sea point of disembarkation to first line units by
the integration of TFHE and host nation facilities. With the exception of the MRA, the Royal
Engineers, RE (Air Support) and RLC are
responsible for the recce, design and construction of these fuels facilities. TFHE operations
are time-consuming, weather-dependent and
manpower-intensive. The use of existing facilities is a combat service support force multiplier.
Fuels Infrastructure. The training of fuels engineers on the assessment of existing fuels infrastructure at a proposed site is arguably the most

Fuelling Firepower (1)

Fuelling Firepower (2)

FUELLING FIREPOWER
each BP team is capable of carrying out all fuel
operations since an armoured division, a
deployed operating base or an amphibious
brigade, may all be resupplied by ocean tanker,
cross-country pipeline or civilian infrastructure.
Military fuels engineering is a growth industry
and requires well trained and competent chartered engineers and technicians who can apply
engineering judgement. Able volunteers who
can meet the challenge are needed!
I have avoided mentioning actual deployments, however, I am producing a 516 STRE
(BP) yearbook for 1998 which will be sent to
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the organizations we work for. Copies can be
obtained from Military Works Force, but here
are a few statistics achieved by our 18-man
team in 1998:
Operations

TFHE Exercises

Bosnia x 3

RAF (incl SH, Tornado
and Hamer) x 4
Royal Marines x 2
CSSG (UK) x I
RLC (Port and Maritime) x 1
Air Suppor x I

Cyprus x I

Fuels
Infrastructure Inspections
Work
Brunei
Belize
Bosnia
Cyprus
UK

Belize
Nepal
Cyprus

The Second Great War 1939 to 1945
"Surrender"
LIEUTENANT COLONEL T MITCHELL MBE
The folloving is a memoir of the work of No 16 Airfield Construction Group in the heartland of
Germany from March 1945 up to VE day. It is based on extracts from No 16 Airfield Construction
Group HQ War Diaries(used with the permission of the War Office).
My group HQ was bivouacked among small
trees near B104 airfield [Baal area in Germany]
which was being constructed by half of the
group plus 26 prisoners; the other half was
working on roads for 8 Corps' advance. The
weather broke. Nevertheless three quarters of the
length of the runway had been finished, and was
ready for laying tracking, when we struck a soft
spot extending the width of the runway. We
started excavating it and searching for dry material to refill the hole but failed to find any. The
rain continued. The partially excavated end of
the runway became a pond. We were in trouble.
As the site was overlooked by higher ground,
draining it would be a major operation. I
reported the situation. Without warning an aircraft made a successful landing on the runway
and I walked over expecting to find a pilot who
wanted to be the first to land on German soil.
Instead, out stepped an American who had been
sent by General Montgomery to find out whether
we could finish the airfield and when. The
Americans had given Monty a present of a
Flying Fortress bomber complete with pilot.
This was the pilot. He took two large Havana
cigars out of a case, and in the gloomy damp
atmosphere we smoked them as we walked
along the runway to the soft spot and back again.
He took off as skilfully as he had landed. There
was swift reaction from his visit. We were
ordered to abandon B104 and prepare to reconnoitre and repair Rheine, a large airfield with
three concrete runways some way from B104,
and still behind the German front line.
In pouring rain, men and equipment from B104
were dispersed in a series of orchards. I authorized
a rum ration and shortly afterwards was called to
the bivouac area. There, at the head of a queue of
men in the open under the dripping trees, an officer had opened the wooden box which should

have contained the company's rum ration. Instead,
it held an empty shell case. The rum had probably
been stolen at a dockside in the UK.
While all this was happening my recce officer
carried out a recce of Rheine airfield while it
was still occupied by Germans. The RAF bombing had been devastating. Not only the three runways but also the adjoining grass areas had been
made unusable by uniformly closely-spaced
bomb craters, each, I thought, capable of holding
a London double-decker bus.
We were directed onto Rheine the moment the
Germans had been driven off. With the nearest
airfields being in Holland and Belgium, 83 Group
aircraft were as far from the battlefield as they
had been on D-Day. At a conference with OC
12 Army Group RE and RAF officers, it was
decided to repair only one runway, use the other
two as taxi tracks, and to park fighter aircraft
between the bomb craters on the grass, thus
accommodating the maximum number of aircraft.
I committed myself to completion date and
time. The craters on the runway were the critical
factor. In France, I had devised a method of
crater repair which had proved satisfactory for
our Spitfires. It was slow, involving hand packing bricks or pieces of concrete in a dome formation which avoided subsidence. Hard fill merely
bulldozed into the craters and rolled always subsided. The Germans got away with that because
of the design of the Focke Wulf undercarriage,
but it was not good enough for Spitfires. An RAF
advance party from Petit Brogel in Belgium was
already on Rheine. Its officer was fearful that we
might not finish on time, and wanted to delay the
fly-in for 24 hours because, the moment the aircraft were airborne, the ground personnel would
leave that airfield for Rheine and could not be
sent back. I refused. That would have been bad
for the morale of my men.
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After the craters had been sealed there had to
be a final meticulous cleaning of the runway to
ensure that nothing was left that could puncture
an aircraft tyre. I briefed my officers that I
would fly a green flag above my staff car, stationed half way down the runway, and that when
I hoisted a red flag they were to move men and
equipment off the runway. The RAF officer
stayed beside me all afternoon, in touch with
Petit Brogel by wireless. When he announced
that the last aircraft was airborne, I hoisted the
red flag. He almost became a nervous wreck
when the men stayed on the runway until the
first aircraft came in sight. The first Spitfire
landed at exactly 1600hrs.
Aircraft poured into Rheine, including a flight
of Dakotas of Transport Command. The airfield
was full to capacity. Suddenly dramatic news
arrived. Paratroops, who had taken part in the
assault across the Rhine, had reached and captured Wunstorf. It sounded incredible. Wunstorf
is about 15 miles northwest of Hannover. It had a
grass airfield adjoining a boating lake. It is about
130 miles from Rheine as the crow flies, across
territory then well beyond 8 Corps' front line. I
went to Bob McGregor OC 126 Wing to ask for
a pilot and he decided to pilot me himself in an
Auster. We set off immediately. It was an experience seeing the devastation caused by bombing
at places which had so often been in the news.
We passed over a vast railway marshalling yard.
And further on, on our right, a broken dam. After
a time we diverted north and refuelled at an airfield in Allied hands. On we went. At times we
passed places where German decoy methods had
been successful, and bomber fleets had dropped
their loads only to pock mark an innocent field.
We came to a destroyed viaduct which had carried a canal over a road. The canal, which had
drained onto the road, was full of grounded ships
which had been travelling west, bow to stem.
We got to the airfield, landed safely and
inspected it, including the hangers and other
buildings. It seemed to be undamaged. We were
about to leave - McGregor was anxious to get
back to directing his sorties, and I had to organize
getting men and equipment from Rheine to
Wunstorf - when a Spitfire appeared, circled,
landed and out came Sir Harry Broadhurst, Air
Officer Commanding 83 Group, who asked to be
shown around. Eventually we got off. When we
came to the point where we had diverted to refuel
I could see the tank was again only half full. I
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pointed towards the ground. McGregor tapped the
fuel gauge with his finger, gave a thumbs up sign
and carried on. When we reached Rheine the sky
was full of Spitfires queuing to land. We couldn't
use the Auster strip I had made on the grass
because it was occupied by parked Dakotas. On
our first approach to land on the runway, we were
given a red (a red Verey light shot towards us in
the air, a signal forbidding landing). The
Spitfires' fuel tanks were also probably nearly
empty and they would all be allowed to land
before the Auster. We circled three times, getting
a red each time. The third time, as we passed the
northeast end of the runway, the engine stopped.
We had no more fuel. Then followed a remarkable display of airmanship. I thought we were
about to demolish the flying control caravan.
Next to it, on the adjoining grass, Spitfires were
parked in threes between the bomb craters. I think
we touched the flying control aerial. We seemed
doomed to crash into one or more Spitfires.
Instead, miraculously, we crash landed in the very
short space between two groups of Spitfires without falling into a crater and without hitting anything. Instinctively, mindful of how Douglas
Bader had lost both legs at a prewar air display at
Hendon, we both tucked our knees up to our
chins. With a crunching sound, the bottom of the
Auster became a shattered wreck protruding into
the cockpit where our feet had been. We both
walked out without saying a word. McGregor
strode off to his office, I to mine. We both had so
much to do that 24 hours elapsed before we found
time to see one another again.
When I reconnoitered Wunstorf on 11 April
with McGregor, British ground troops had not
yet advanced far enough to join forces with the
paratroops defending the airfield. Next day I had
detachments of 689 and 231 Companies flown in
Dakota aircraft from Rheine to Wunstorf, and
asked for a supply of SMT (square mesh track)
to be flown in similarly. A runway would have
to be surfaced to stand up to the expected intensity of aircraft traffic.
A paratroop officer told me how they had
achieved their remarkable coup. They had simply seized civilian cars and had driven straight
through the enemy lines to their objective.
Surprise had been complete when they arrived,
late one afternoon, to find a group of German
officers sitting in the sun at a table laid out for
dinner outside a restaurant overlooking the lake.
The paratroopers enjoyed the dinner.
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We continued to fly troops and tracking between
Rheine and Wunstorf, but by 14 April were able to
bring 689 and 231 Company vehicles and equipment by road, followed by the remaining half of
16 Group and its RAF regiment detachments.
SMT continued to arrive by air, but we had to use
what material we could find locally to construct
motor transport roads and some of the taxiways.
There was now a feeling that German resistance
was collapsing, and the RAF needed to be up in
front to hasten the end. Langenhagen, just northeast of Hannover and Hustedt, were existing allgrass airfields.
Langenhagen and Hustedt were undamaged and
immediately usable. Being so far forward, they
were used intensively, but it was impossible to get
tracking to them. In its rapid advance, the Army
had outrun its supply system. At Wunstorf even
fuel was having to be brought in by air. The
weather was sunny and the ground dry. At
Hustedt, the furthest forward airfield, aircraft were
taking off and landing continuously from dawn to
dusk. Three parallel runways were marked out to
enable maintenance to be carried out on two while
the third was being used. Each runway lasted only
a few days before having to be repaired.
The British Army advance accelerated.
Lineburg airfield was captured. I flew there
immediately and ordered an advance construction
party from 689 and 231 Companies to move there
next day.
Being near Bremen, where the Germans were
still resisting, Wunstorf B116 remained important
to the RAF. I still had a detachment there, improving it and repairing damage caused by the
Stirlings. It was, however, now too far back for
my HQ which moved to the town of Celle where
the house of a well-to-do printer was requistioned.
He moved into another house which he owned on
the other side of his garden. He professed to be
glad we had arrived (we were the first British
troops to enter Celle) and that he had never
belonged to the Nazi Party. A day later, however,
our HQ cook brought me a photograph he had
found in a kitchen cupboard. It showed a Nazi
rally in the main square in Celle, and the uniformed man on a rostrum, arm outstretched in the
Nazi salute, was the printer.
Belsen concentration camp was only a few miles
outside Celle. My medical officer visited it to see
what should be done to prevent it being a threat to
health in Celle. He advised me not to visit. I had
no wish to do so.

We made a grass runway on Lineburg as a temporary measure while also making a parallel runway to receive SMT tracking. Meantime, as the
Army was still unable to take Bremen, we had to
maintain Wunstorf, Langenhagen and Hustedt.
The Auster strip at Deutch Evem was just off the

southwest corner of Liineburg airfield. It was to
serve a new tactical HQ for 21 Army Group. The
ceasefire was to be signed there - hence the provision for Dakotas.
An emergency of a different kind now arose.
Displaced persons who had freed themselves during the German Army retreat were camping on
Lineburg Heath. One of their fires got out of control and was threatening bunkers containing what
was said to be the whole of the German Army
stock of chemical warfare gasses. I was ordered to
stop it reaching them. Luckily I had a Pioneer
company and a road construction company in
transit to Liineburg airfield. They made a fire
break and put out the fire. It had crept frighteningly near before it was got under control.
News that a ceasefire had been declared came to
me about lunchtime on 6 May. My first action was
to hand my revolver to my driver for safe keeping
and have a ten-minute walk down a nearby road,
unarmed for the first time since D-Day. The sky
was cloudless. Germans were sunning themselves
on the roof terrace of a nearby house. I had no
time for that yet.
I had to find out how soon I could reconnoitre
German airfields in Schleswig Holstein to assess
damage and how long it might take to make them
serviceable to enable the RAF to decide where to
base its aircraft. General Montgomery had stipulated that he would not deal individually with the
German Army, Navy, and Air force, but would
issue all his orders to the German High Command,
situated then at Flensburg. I asked 12 Army Group
RE to arrange that all these airfields be instructed
that RE recce parties would be arriving by road
and that I personally would arrive at some by air.
I detailed my HQ recce officer, Captain Stanley
Muus, to go to Copenhagen, where the airfield
was expected to be undamaged. Stanley was a
Danish mining engineer who had been in South
Africa when war was declared and had immediately joined the British Army. Copenhagen was
his home town. His wife had been shot for helping
RAF crews to escape.
I next walked over to the Canadian Spitfire
Wing to ask its CO, Group Captain George
Sellars, for his Auster and a pilot. George thought
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that this was a trip not to be missed. He would be
the pilot. We flew off north early next morning.
As we approached Kiel canal, he shouted that he
hoped that the anti-aircraft gunners had been told
not to fire. I too hoped they had. The flak over the
canal had been notorious. We got across safely.
As we approached the first airfield, we saw an
array of aircraft on a runway, their crews drawn
up in front of them, and a group of men in front.
We landed and got out. A German Air Force officer stepped forward and asked, in perfect English,
if I was Lieutenant Colonel Mitchell. Then, when
I said yes - ignoring my pilot - who was my

superior in rank - he asked me to accept the surrender of his aircraft. He went on to say that as
the war was now over we could all be friends
again and would I step into his mess and have a
drink with him. I said I wasn't interested in his
aircraft, but required immediately a cross-country
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vehicle and driver so that I could inspect the airfield as quickly as possible. Either the high command had failed to convey the reason for my
visit, or the airfield commander had made an
incorrect assumption. The same performance
took place at the other airfields I visited. The
road recce parties had their moments also - one
went to the island of Sylt, a fashionable nude
bathing resort with a big airfield. At the edge of
the beach there was a large notice announcing in
German "It is forbidden to photograph the
Reichsmarschal when he is bathing" - a reference to the corpulent head of the German Air
Force, Hermann Goering. Sylt, we were told by
the locals, was his favourite resort.
Shortly after the end of the war, at a dinner in
the RAF Club, Sir Harry Broadhurst recounted
how the German Air Force had surrendered to a
Royal Engineers' officer!

Brigadier G A Hewish MBE

Selamat Datang Ke Malaysia
Welcome to Malaysia (1)

Selamat Datang Ke Malaysia
Welcome to Malaysia (2)

Selamat Datang Ke Malaysia
Welcome to Malaysia (3)

Selamat Datang Ke Malaysia
Welcome to Malaysia (4)

Selamat Datang Ke Malaysia
Welcome to Malaysia (5)

Lieut Colonel P M Leslie Jones BSc.
Jordan The Last DCRE

Jordan The last DCRE (1,2,3,4)

Jordan The last DCRE (5 & 6)

Captain John Irwin
A Sapper Cadet Posted To India 1944
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Sketch plan of Wrotham Pre-OCTU 1942 to 1946.
Publishedcourtesy Curator, Museum of the Duke of Edinburgh'sRoyal Regiment.

and a warrant officer who had taken part in the
battle of the Mareth Line. Experience from men
like these, in the course of battle exercises,
inevitably rubbed off on those new to the army or,
like myself, who had been in the Home Guard.
The war seemed nearer at Wrotham. Hedgehopping RAF Mosquitoes setting off on continental forays would punctuate the quiet of a
morning lecture. Then the drone of Flying
Fortresses of the US Army Air Force, flying in
massed echelons on daylight bombing raids into
Germany would obliterate all other sounds. At
night the constant drip of dampness from overhanging trees onto the corrugated roofs of our
Nissen huts was in sharp contrast to the London
anti-aircraft barrage when it started. On several
occasions our hut and its bunks quivered as
bombs fell too close for comfort. One night the
Training Brigade was straddled with incendiary
bombs ditched by a lone straggler from a
German raid on London; fortunately little damage was done.
We soon made the acquaintance of the escarpment, a high wooded ridge about a mile long.
Day after day we found ourselves running up

this steep feature in full battle order, often
towards the end of a scheme when we had
already expended the day's allocation of energy.
We became proficient in battle drill, so that
melting into cover under simulated enemy fire
became second nature to us. We carried out
night attacks on map referenced objectives in
unknown countryside with growing confidence.
We proved to ourselves that we had the stamina
to make 12-hour forced marches, engaging en
route in grenade and Sten gun attacks on strongpoints under enemy fire and in bayonet attacks
on field defence posts. We actually began to
enjoy being infantrymen!
"Gentlemen, will you please change into PT
kit", requested a sergeant. It was difficult to
refuse such a request and it demonstrated one of
the subtle changes in life now that we had
become cadets. Another agreeable change was
our automatic membership of the Toc H Cadet
Club. I had only vaguely heard of Toc H. I did
not know that it stood for the initials of Talbot
House, with the "T" pronounced "Toc" as in the
phonetic alphabet used by RE Signals in the Great
War of 1914 to 1918. Talbot House was opened
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as a chapel and club for soldiers in December
1915 in Poperinghe, a few miles west of Ypres in
Flanders, after "... the London R.E.s repaired the
shattered wall and roof ..." damaged by a shell. It

was founded by two chaplains, "Tubby" Clayton
and Neville Talbot, a son of the Bishop of
Winchester, and was named in commemoration
of another son of the Bishop, Gilbert Talbot who
had been killed several months earlier.
In the Cadet Club we were able to relax in quiet
and comfortable surroundings. On Sunday afternoons and on Christmas and Boxing Day, I luxuriated in a warm bath and made full use of the
writing room, library, games room and elegantly
furnished sitting room. But back at camp, we still
slept 18 to a hut, had to walk several hundred
yards in the dark through the dank dripping
atmosphere for morning ablutions and were still
subject to "Lights out!" from the orderly sergeant!
My three years in the Home Guard proved a useful background for pre-OCTU. Because I had been
in a reserved occupation, I had joined the Local
Defence Volunteers when it was formed in May
1940. This force, similar to that formed in 1803 to
meet the threat of invasion by Germany during the
Napoleonic War, was later renamed the Home
Guard by Prime Minister Winston Churchill. The
speed and enthusiasm of recruitment for the Home
Guard surpassed any previous volunteer movement. By the summer of 1943 about two million
had joined. It was part of the armed forces of the
Crown and subject to military law. There were
approximately 1000 battalions, including anti-aircraft batteries, fully armed and trained in the use
of weapons from the ubiquitous Lee Enfield to
3.7in anti-aircraft guns. All this was achieved by
the patriotism of individual civilians who gave
their time without pay during the emergency.
Three years' experience in the Cheadle
Company of the Cheshire Regiment, had given me
training in battle drill, armed and unarmed combat, map reading, Morse code and general infantry
tactics. I also became familiar with a wide range
of grenades and mines and had learned that the
68 rifle-fired anti-tank grenade must have a low
trajectory for accuracy and must not be fired from
the shoulder - that is if one wanted to retain the
use of the shoulder! - while the 73 anti-tank
grenade, "the Thermos Flask" had to be thrown
from cover but doubled as a mine when fitted with
an electronic detonator. Then one had to be careful
not to throw an ST "Sticky" grenade overhand at
an armoured vehicle as it was liable to break at the
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handle, while the purpose of the 69 Bakelite with
its "Always Fuze" was really just to put the wind
up the enemy. We were even trained in the PIAT
(projectile infantry anti-tank) when it made its
debut at the end of 1942. So I was well versed in
grenades and mines before I learned about the
"hasty" and "deliberate" methods of minelaying.
Infantry training over, we transferred to the
RASC Wing for driving and motor cycle instruction. The RASC welcomed us with dire threats of
punishment should our individual turnout fall
short of being impeccable, putting an emphasis on
smartness which would not have been out of
place in the Guards Division. I soon mastered
double declutching, and attended an advanced
vehicle maintenance course. This had a strong
appeal for a mechanical engineer and the tasksystem of maintenance gave me a better insight
into automotive engineering. A simple
mnemonic: WOFLTB (pronounced woffleteebee)
reminded drivers to check, every morning, even
during the course of battle, their vehicle's water,
oil, fuel, tyres and brakes. Finally came motor
cycling, a new-found joy for me which made the
last week the highlight of the course.
During our first week at Wrotham, an Indian
Army brigadier gave a talk extolling the virtues
and advantages of joining the Indian Army.
Having painted a detailed historical and glowing
picture of service with this illustrious force, the
brigadier called for volunteers, explaining that
cadets in the infantry and certain other arms such
as the Ordnance and Service Corps would be
commissioned into the Indian Army, while those
in the Sappers and Signals would be commissioned in the British Army. Looking forward, as
I was, to further leaves and weekend passes to
see my lady wife-to-be, I decided that the proximity of the RE OCTU at Newark to her home in
Cheshire outweighed the tantalizing prospect of
joining the elite of the Indian Army. But I was in
for a shock! I had not legislated for a lack of volunteers and one morning I was staggered to find
my name was included among 20 Sappers on the
Pink List, the draft for the Indian Army.
The convoy assembled at the "Tail of the
Bank 3". Across the wind ruffled waters of the
Firth of Clyde, rays of light of a low winter sun
picked out the familiar town of Greenock with its
3

The uppermost point of deep water anchorage of the

Firth of Clyde.
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the lingua franca of the Indian Army. With
something like 400 languages on the sub-continent, it was essential that all soldiers could
understand a common tongue. Urdu, Turkish for
"camp" meant "camp language" and is really
Hindi interspersed with a great number of
Persian, Arabic and Turkish words.
When at the age of 15, my stem Scottish latin
dominie called me a "galoot" for a particularly
unacademic translation of a passage in "Caesar's
Gallic Wars", I had no idea that he was speaking
Urdu. It sounded much worse too than the Urdu
word ghalonlt meaning "wrongdoer". Schoolboys
would say "take a dekko!" without knowing that
dekho was the imperative of dekna, to look, and
at Clitheroe we learned what a cushy billet was,
although we did not know that khushi meant
happy in Urdu. It was also a surprise to learn that
bungalow was derived from bangla (pronounced
"bungla"), the Urdu for house, which in India is
normally a single storey dwelling, and that
pyjama was Arabic for "as far as the foot."
At induction classes junior cavalry and infantry
officers of the Indian Army, returning from furlough, waxed lyrical on the histories of India's
famous regiments and on India's martial races.
The prospect of wearing the full dress canary yellow alkhalak (long coat) of the legendary
"Skinner's Horse" (Ist Duke of York's Own
Cavalry) - mechanized in 1939 - or the full dress

red uniform with green facings of the prestigious
senior regiment of Indian infantry, the 1st Punjab
Regiment (originally a Madras Regiment) made
one somewhat envious of fellow cadets who
would be commissioned into the top regiments of
the Indian Army. However, we sapper cadets
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consoled ourselves with the thought that as
British officers seconded to the Indian Army, we
should have the best of both worlds. We should
not have to wait for five years before qualifying
for home leave and we should still enjoy Indian
Army officers' rate of pay. And after all, we
were still Sappers!
For the cadets the voyage could not exactly be
called a cruise. Nevertheless, there were moments
of relaxation and I was particularly fortunate in
having a friend travelling first class. On numerous
occasions I was able to join Bertie MacRobert for
a chat in his cabin, a concert in the officers'
lounge or a walk on the promenade deck. These
visits were made possible for me by the simple
expedient of wearing one of Bertie's battledress
jackets complete with Black Watch flashes and
two pips. Humane acts of this kind were, no
doubt, the harbingers of MacRobert's postwar
career as a minister of the Church of Scotland.
Flying fish were making unbelievably long
flights on a course parallel to the ship, when
after four weeks at sea, the Sapper cadets were
at last told that their destination was to be the
Indian Army Officers' Training School at Mhow
in Central India. Apparently GHQ Delhi did not
consider that our Wrotham pre-OCTU infantry
training would meet the demanding standards
the Indian Army required for service in a hot climate. We were informed that we were going to
have a further four months' infantry training.
What a prospect!
It was ironic to realize that had I gone straight
to the RE OCTU at Newark, I should have been
more than half way through the course by the
time I began Sapper officer training in India.

Brigadier J M Calvert DSO

MEMOIRS
he had the task of ordering the Germans, numbering many thousands, to lay down their arms.
"Calvert ended the war as a temporary
brigadier, aged 33, but he was soon brought
down to earth. He was sent as a major to a Civil
Affairs job in Trieste, a post for which he was
entirely unsuited. But Calvert's outspoken support for unorthodox ideas had made him unpopular with his seniors."
A final opportunity to exploit his particular talents occurred during the Malayan Emergency
when Calvert commanded the hastily-raised
Malayan Scouts (SAS Regiment). He was, however, subsequently criticized for failures in discipline in the force.
His army career then went into a decline attributed to addiction to alcohol but as much to do
with his unemployability in conventional peacetime soldiering. In 1952, while in a particularly
inappropriate job in Soltau, he was accused and
eventually convicted of making homosexual
advances to some German youths in a bar where
he had taken to drinking alone. A review article
by John Keegan in the Daily Telegraph of
14 June 1997 fully examined the rights and
wrongs of this case suggesting the possible
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unsafety of the evidence and the case for restoring Calvert's good name, notwithstanding whatever the lack of judgement in his behaviour.
Some ten years after these events and a series
of labouring jobs in Australia, Calvert finally
overcame his alcoholism and took up writing as
a living and offering advice on guerrilla warfare
and counter-terrorism. He was too out of touch
to make any impact in these areas. However,
although it never provided him with a livelihood, his writing resulted in the classic and
thrilling account of his own experiences,
"Prisoners of Hope", the third edition of which
was published in 1996 (Leo Cooper) and
reviewed in the Journal in April 1997.
Brigadier Mike Calvert's twenty-one medals,
among them the American Silver Star and the
French and Belgian Croix de Guerre, were purchased by the Corps Museum with the help of a generous grant from the heritage lottery fund last year.
A final epitaph seems appropriate, taken from
the Journalreview of "Mad Mike": a gallant man,
a great Sapper and a renowned Chindit leader.
GWAN

(Quotations from the Daily Telegraph obituary,
28 November 1998.)

Brigadier D J London CBE

Colonel J I G Capadose
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fame at that time was his enthusiastic leadership
in the creation and presentation of the first ever
Shrivenham Revue - which immediately became
an annual tradition. Completion of the course
then led to his appointment from 1960 to 1963
as Assistant Military Attache in Paris, but also
accredited to Brussels and The Hague.
Command of 65 Corps Field Park Squadron
came in 1963, first in Osnabriick and then in
Hameln; this was followed by a return to RMCS
again for a tour on the directing staff - bringing
promotion to lieutenant colonel. His particular
subjects in the general division included chemical, biological and intelligence work as well as
equipment sales. Changes in staff training at that
time meant that all staff officers now came to
Shrivenham "for a taste of science" - and Jimmy
was one of those whose responsibility was to
ensure that the taste was favourable. In one
memorable playlet he was cast as a Middle
Eastern equipment purchaser - a part he played
to the full!
Then, in mid-1968, it was a return to the
attach6 field in which he had previously proved
himself in Paris, and for which he was so
uniquely qualified - personally, linguistically
(he was interpreter standard) and technically.
His first tour was for four years in Berne,
Switzerland, as Defence Attach6: and it was
there, by a happy twist of fate, that he became
the prime salesman in selling to the Swiss such
sapper equipments as the medium girder bridge.
His next posting was two years as Defence
Attach6, Algiers - a challenging job for which
he was eminently suitable. Selected for promotion to substantive colonel in 1974, Jimmy
returned home and, after attending the Senior
Officers' War Course at Greenwich, was given
the challenging task of planning and mounting
the first ever British Army Equipment
Exhibition. His final posting, until his retirement
in 1978, was as Colonel GS on the Ordnance
Board - a posting which gave him the satisfaction of feeding back into the system the wide
experience of a full Sapper career.

Never one to let the grass grow under his feet,
Jimmy then joined the sales and marketing side
of Thomas Storey and stayed with them for six
years. This was followed by a year as a consultant with Enterprise Engineering - dealing especially with market research for steel fabrication
projects. He was a Blythe Sapper, an organizer
of welcome gatherings for his former attache
colleagues and a talented vegetable grower in his
garden's highly disciplined beds. He then
devoted himself to a series of part-time jobs well
suited to his compassionate nature - firstly as a
fund raiser for the Haig Memorial Homes, secondly as county organizer for the British Heart
Foundation in Surrey and thirdly as practice
manager for the Amherst Medical Centre in
Sevenoaks. Finally, for five years until his
untimely death - as an enthusiastic volunteer he was SSAFA Fund Raising Adviser for Kent.
Although his retirement work alone kept him
very busy, it was typical of Jimmy that he also
played a full and charismatic part in the
Westerham community where he lived. He was
a staunch supporter of the church - being a regular choir member, stand-in organist and member
of the parochial church council, a member of the
Westerham Society and of the local Royal
British Legion, a committee member of the
Wolfe Society - which perpetuates the memory
of the Victor of Quebec who lived in Westerham
- and a gifted member of the Westerham
Amateur Dramatic Society in which his last pantomime role of Captain Barnacle gave full rein
to his irrepressible sense of humour.
Throughout his military and retirement lives
Jimmy was marvellously encouraged and sustained by the unstinting support of his wife
Monica - sister of the late Major Chris
Bramwell RE - whose family home has always
been in Westerham. Tragically, they were in the
last throes of preparations to celebrate their
40th wedding anniversary when Jimmy suffered
the stroke from which he did not recover. He is
survived by Monica, two sons and a daughter.
FIVEF PJMPNJDP SJB

Brigadier W H Aylwin

Lieutenant Colonel R L Clarke

lay reader and was involved in local affairs, with a
particular interest in conservation work. He was
President of the Witham Community Association,
Deputy Town Mayor, and President of the Witham
Operatic Society. He also took an active part in the
Witham Dramatic Society.
He retired to Pentlow Mill, Cavendish, where
his wife, Molly, died in December 1985. Later
he married Anne Dobson, and lived in Foxearth
until she died in May 1995. He then returned to
Pentlow Mill and spent his last years quietly,
travelling extensively, and enjoying the company of his children, grandchildren, stepchildren
and step grandchildren.
ARMC

(UKAPE), now the Professional Engineer section
of the Amalgamated Engineering and Electrical
Union. He published widely on the subject, most
notably in his booklet "Responsible Trade
Unionism". His efforts had a profound effect on
the way that the unions moved in the 1970s to a
more general and responsible role in representing
the entire workforce rather than just trades and
manual workers.
After retiring from active work as an engineer, he
became increasingly interested in literary activities,
and was the founder, and first president, of the
Dorothy L Sayers Society, which has thrived, and
is now one of the foremost active literary societies
in the UK and the United States. He also became a

Memoirs in Brief
Brief memoirs are published below of distilnguishedmen whose deaths have been notified recently
in the press and who served in the Royal Engineers.
sportsman before this setback, he continued to
play rugby for his college at Cambridge when he
returned there after the war. He became a
schoolmaster at Uppingham where his talents
and leadership found outlets in the classroom, as
a rugby coach, and with the Combined Cadet
Force in which he formed a Sapper section.
Major A G Peter Wood, who died last October,
was for nearly 50 years the tenant of Herm, the
small island between Guernsey and Sark in the
Channel Islands. He had come to England from
New Zealand as a teenager and after schooling
joined the Territorial Army in 1938. He served
in Norway, Italy and North Africa and also with
SOE with Tito's partisans in Yugoslavia, finishing the war as a major. When he acquired Herm
in the 1940s, on lease from the Guernsey States,
it was uninhabited and all existing buildings
ruined after the island's use as a training area by
the occupying Germans. Peter Wood and his
wife, Jenny, a former SOE wireless operator
whom he had met during the war, brought the
island to profitability by developing it for
tourism and agriculture while maintaining its
beauty and natural character. Since 1980 it has
been managed by Wood's daughter and son-inlaw in accordance with his principles.

Steven Sykes, who died recently at the age of
84, was an artist whose work only achieved
celebrity status six years before his death, following an exhibition in New York at which he
had been persuaded to show some of his work.
His contribution to the Corps, however, was as a
camouflage artist in the Second World War. He
was commissioned early in the war and his service took him to France with the British
Expeditionary Force, North Africa and elsewhere in the Middle East and back to France on
D-Day. He recorded his experiences in his autobiography, "Deceivers Ever", a copy of which is
held in the Corps Library. A further connection
with the Corps occurred postwar when he created the bas relief reredos in the Chapel of Christ
in Gethsemane at Coventry Cathedral. This is
normally seen framed in the metal grille representing the Crown of Thorns, designed by Sir
Basil Spence, which was made in the
Blacksmiths' and Welders' Shop at the School
of Military Engineering, Chatham, in 1961.
Stuart Taylor, who died recently at the age of
78, was a wartime Sapper who was awarded the
George Medal for an incident in Italy in 1944; in
which he lost the best part of both his hands
while attempting to defuse a mine. An active
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Correspondence
Throughout he was interesting company and we had
many a belly laugh at the hilarious stories of Broadway
by Damon Runyon whose books he'd recently acquired.
Turkey With this country remaining a sympathetic
neutral, our hopes and expectations that they would
join us as allies made their ports and road network of
considerable if not vital interest. And so it was that (by
this time) Major Myers carried out the recce for the
modemisation of these ports and improvement of the
road system. I vaguely remember that he was accompanied by another Sapper officer - probably BagnalWilde. All recommendations must have been
implemented, for I'm sure we had works teams
employed there (in civilian clothes) throughout the
war. Yours sincerely - George Mulhern.

BRIGADIER E C W MYERS CBE DSO
From: Lt Col G E P Milhlern OBE
Sir, - Somewhat belatedly, I offer the following
comments on the memoir of Brigadier E C W
Myers CBE DSO, published in the August 1998
Journal.
Firstly, Eddy Myers "own book" was entitled
"Greek Entanglement", NOT "Greek Encounter"
- quite a massive tome which, to me, was compulsive reading. Secondly, the two opposing guerrilla
factions, at that time, which he by friendly! persuasion, cooperated against the common enemy,
were communist and royalist (for King George of
Greece) - NOT republican.
For outstanding courage, professionalism, audacity and endurance, at times beyond normal breaking point, Brigadier Myers must surely be rated as
high in the list of our distinguished war time
Sappers. My superlatives are by no means extravagant. In late 1939-early 1940, doing a stint as
Staff Captain to the CE, HQ British Troops Egypt
(Brigadier later Major General Sir Eustace
Tickell) he was given two tasks which, although
involving no fireworks, may be of interest:

PS Of the two viaducts that were destroyed in Greece,
the BBC filmed one of them for television, the part of
the lead Sapper officer being played by David Niven. I
think it must have been Asopos. - GM
THE "CULT' OF GORDON
From: Colonel MJ W Wright DSocSc MIMgt
Sir, - I was very interested to read the article by
Mr James Rattue in the December 1998 issue of
the Joiurnal.
My son has for over 20 years been a foreign correspondent for Reuters, mainly in the Middle East.
His work has taken him many times to Khartoum
and he knows most of the political leaders there.
About two years ago he was interviewing the
President and at the end of the interview the
President said "Tell me Mr Wright, have the
English forgiven us for killing Gordon?" Never at
a loss, my son said "Mr President, I'm sorry to say
most people in England would not know who
Gordon was."
I regret that my son was probably right. It is sad
that such a great man is not better remembered.
Yours - M J Wright.

The Needham Report, named after General Needham
who arrived in Cairo with a War Office brief to submit
detailed plans of locations within the Delta and Canal
Zone in which a stated number of divisions could be
accommodated in six-monthly phases up to 18 months.
The Chief Engineer was, therefore, delegated to deal
with the technical side of this exercise (service depots,
hospital, high explosives and ammunition stores etc
etc) and he, in his turn, left this extensive recce and
planning to Captain Myers - assisted (modestly but
very ably) by me the Chief Draughtsman (WOII).
Thus, we covered many miles over a few days in a
Ford V8 estate car selecting sites at Tel-el-Kebir,
Quasseassin, Abu Sultan, El Firdar, Fayid, etc. At Telel-Kebir we were excited to find traces of Arabi
Pasha's trenches which had defied countless sand
storms over so many years. We were given a small
office near the Chief Engineer's, double locked with a
large notice on its door- "NO ENTRY except to Heads
of Services accompanied by the Chief Engineer"!!
Using the Accommodation Manual (Volume 7) as his
bible, Captain Eddy wrote his report in great detail whilst
I illustrated it with site plans and detailed working drawings of the installations (he called them pretty pictures).
The report had the full approval of the Chief
Engineer and other Heads of Services and needless to
say construction was carried out accordingly.

From: CaptainJ E Borer LCG
Sir, - I read "The 'Cult' of Gordon" by James
Rattue in the December Journal with some interest, not least because in my position as a R03 at
Chatham, I wear two hats. In both jobs, I have
charge of pieces of "Gordonia" - none of which
are recorded by Mr Rattue in his article. As
S03 Training Support, Command Wing, I account
for the General's gravestone which is set into the
wall of the reception room. As an aside, it is
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"guarded" by a Vickers .303 machine-gun, which,
had it been invented and on issue to Gordon at the
time, would have made for a different story!
Carved across the top of the stone are the words
from the entry of the last page of his journal: "I
HAVE DONE MY BEST FOR THE HONOUR
OF OUR COUNTRY. GOODBYE".
In my other position as Treasurer of the Garrison
Church, I account for both a stained glass window
and yet another tomb. This is a handsome wooden
structure with an effigy of the General laid at rest
on the top. This one was presented by his brother,
Sir William Henry Gordon KCB.
Also in the Garrison Church, there is a brass
plate on the base of the pulpit to the memory of
one Lt Col Chermside. The plate says he was
Army Service Corps, but Chermside is not a common name and he could be the officer referred to
as a Royal Engineer by Mr Rattue on page 185,
especially as he is commemorated in a RE church.
Another plate in the church commemorates a
Group Captain Kirby VC CBE DCM. None of the
staff or congregation had a clue as to who he was,
but reference to Colonel Gerald Napier's book
"The Sapper VCs" provided a fascinating story.
I feel we are very lucky in the Corps to have people such as Colonel Gerald or Mr Rattue who are
willing to do research to better inform such people
as myself who often wonder, but hardly ever do
something to find out. Yours sincerely - John Borer.

Later, the OC told us that the Judge Advocate's
summing up was very much in favour of
Brigadier Calvert and there was surprise when a
guilty verdict was given. As he was marched out
past the "bench", Brigadier Calvert eyed a
Gunner officer and said. "Bloody Gunners". The
Judge Advocate went to his room and immediately had a heart attack.
I was saddened to read Brigadier Calvert's obituary in the Daily Telegraph and wish I had revealed
this incident a year last August when Colonel M
Cooper told me that General Sir George Cooper
felt there had been a miscarriage of justice. The
ex-OC of 1252 could still be alive and traceable
through RE Records. As escorting officer he will
be able to enlarge on the court martial. Yours
faithfully - Alan Hunter Ex-Engineering Cadet.

BRIGADIER MICHAEL CALVERT DSO*

can both expand on his memory and also correct
one misapprehension in the article which was
repeated in the August editorial.
In the period between the ending of compulsory
part-time service by national servicemen after
their service in the Regular Army and the 1961
reorganization, the field regiments of the Army
Emergency Reserve (AER) were reduced to
cadre-type units having to camp four at a time to
produce worthwhile numbers. Even then training
was forced to be on a TEWT basis. The last regimental photograph of 251 Construction Regiment
showed it reduced to 19 all ranks. The post-1961
personnel were by no means all "former regulars"
being initially selected members of the previous
units with former war service, regular service or
national service then supplemented by recruits
from all these sources.
The units which came under HQ AER RE (Field
and Works) in the period 1961 to 1967 were
111 Corps Engineer Regiment together with not
only 40 CRE Works referred to by Captain

FORGOTTEN RESERVES AND
MILITARY WORKS FORCE (V)
From: Colonel M W Knill TD BSc, DIC, ACGI,
CEng, FICE, FIWEM, FIMgt
Sir, - I read with interest the two recent articles,
"Forgotten Reserves" and "Military Works
Force (V)" as these were the areas in which I spent
my Reserve service from 1955 to 1980. I acted as
one of the advisors to the Corps History 19601980 on these aspects of the period.
I note Captain Mapstone's letter in the December
1998 Journal referring to Dr Watson's paper and

From: Alan Hmnter
Sir, - In 1952 I was GE North, 275 Deputy CRE,
Hannover, living in 1252 Field Park Squadron
Mess. One day I came back early in the afternoon
and found the OC (whose name I cannot remember) and a much medalled major. Talk turned to
Burma and the strange major said "We captured
Mogaung and Stilwell's Force had claimed it a
week later". I had read Calvert's book and so
exclaimed "That's just what Brigadier Calvert
said". At this the OC, who was sitting to the rear
of the major, surreptitiously pointed to him. Then
the OC explained this was Brigadier Calvert, in
his substantive rank of major. There had been a
break in the court martial proceeding and the OC,
who was his escorting officer, had brought Calvert
illegally into his mess. Calvert then said "This
court martial is all a bloody nonsense. I haven't
done what is alleged." I believed him, and I fulfilled the OC's request not to mention the incident.
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Mapstone, but also 38 CRE Works, five STsRE,
the Works Staff Pool and the Geologists Pool.
In the 1967 reorganization three additional STsRE
were formed, two of these were construction teams
created from the two CsRE and the third
505 Procurement Team which came in from HQ
AER RE (Resources) with 198 Field Park
Squadron. 504 and 506 STsRE were then raised
from a shadow existence and the two pools merged
to form the Engineer Specialist Pool (ESP).
A list of these post reorganization units shows
them sponsored by Central Volunteer
Headquarters RE. 111 Regiment was simply one
of these units and was not, as Dr Watson writes, "a
central headquarters which was termed
111 Engineer Regiment (V)". This error is
repeated in the August editorial. As one of the
officers commanding a STRE I was responsible to
the Commander CVHQ RE via the reservist
Deputy Commander. Having been one of the original officers of 111 at the 1961 reformation and a
former adjutant, I have great respect for the regiment but it never assumed overall administration
of all the former AER units. It certainly was the
"most important sponsored element of the Corps"
and even earlier in 1962 after heavy recruitment I
understood that it was, at about 615 all ranks, the
largest unit of the Army embodied together in one
place at its annual camp that year in Wyke Regis.
In his paper on the Military Works Force(V)
Colonel Brookes naturally does not linger on history but I would make a few comments.
Following the 1967 reorganization, those of us
who had served in the AER and the TA became
part of the T&AVR and were Volunteers. The
Territorials were then a reconstituted form of
Home Guard for "Defense of the United
Kingdom". The list of STsRE shows three bulk
petroleum teams, and the well drilling team is
referred to as a later creation. As set out earlier
only two bulk petroleum teams were in existence
then and the well drilling team had been set up
much earlier. I believe it was not always an officially recognized unit but it was formed and
trained as such being recorded as a detachment of
198 Park Squadron. It appears that they lost their
number 502 to a new bulk petroleum team at a
later date to be renumbered 520 and the letters
now mean water development!
One feature of the history I feel needs mentioning is the re-roling of the ESP and teams in 1978
from the flanks of NATO to join with the Military
Works Force (MWF) on formation of the

Engineer Works Organisation to replace the
Property Services Agency in BAOR on the outbreak of war. When I became Commander ESP at
the beginning of May 1978 I also found myself
Deputy Commander MWF. We began the process
of learning our new roles in BAOR, training on
the ground alongside our regular counterparts.
With the imminent disbanding of 198 Field Park
Squadron the MWF (V) will be the only Sapper
survivors of the former AER units. Those of us
who remember "The Forgotten Reserves" with
affection can at least still see the blue colour of
those reserves retaining the place of precedence on
the right of the medal ribbons given for service
today. Yours faithfully - M W Knill.
CLOSE SUPPORT ENGINEERS
CONTINUED
From: Major R E Ward

Sir, - I would first like to congratulate both
Matthew Whitchurch and Jon Welch on such fine
articles. Since Matthew has challenged senior gentlemen to respond, and as our motto was always
"bash on regardless", this I will now do!
Although I have not served with armoured engineers since 1946 and have been out of the Army for
over 30 years I have followed the fortunes of
armoured and recently of close support engineers
with the greatest of interest by a close study of the
RE Journal and by meetings and discussions at
reunions at Chatham and elsewhere.
To establish my own credibility I was commended by the Commandant of the Engineer
School, Fort Belvoir, Virginia for a paper I wrote
on The Tactical Handling of Armoured Engineer

Vehicles (1950), the main purport of which was to
integrate the "EAVs", as they called them, into the
combat engineer battalion in the armored division.
(Note spelling - I became bilingual before NATO
standardization was introduced.)
In the British Army armoured engineers nearly
disappeared, except for 26 Sqn and there was nothing much in the Jolurnal until 32 Engr Regt produced three articles in one issue in 1984, when I
sent comments proposing integration into divisional
engineers. I was delighted when I read John
Russell-Jones' fine and interesting articles about the
Close Support Engineer Trial in the December
1990 Journal, preceded as it was by Brigadier
Sheppard's article in 1987 emphasizing the
Counter-Mobility Role, something we did not experience - anyway this produced the result that we do
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have integrated Close Support Engineers, as do the
Americans, the French and Germans I read.
But although I was pleased to see the arrival of the
Close Support concept I was extremely disappointed to read the earlier articles about the
Chieftain AVRE because the whole concept of an
AVRE gun, or other remote demolition device,
seems to have been abandoned and I will expand
below under the heading Firepower.
General Impressions. It seems that we have got a
good Close Support System now but that there is
still some argument about how it should be organized and employed. Perhaps this is because there is
not enough time, money or suitable land for more
units and officers to get the kind of experience
described by Jon Welch. It seems that some units
are detailed for BATUS without much previous
experience. We did not have much time to argue
like this although I can remember some very heated
arguments about command, control and radio communications in the lane assault in the months before
D-Day. We did of course have very intense training
and huge resources before going into action. After
that methods developed as we went along and one
never saw any TDs or SOPs - the first I heard of
SOPs was in America!
Another impression is that emphasis on manoeuvre, counter-mobility and counter-penetration,
started with Brigadier Sheppard's original paper
while we still expected an attack from the east. But
now that the Warsaw Pact has disappeared whose
penetration are we afraid of? Are there not other
places Close Support Engineers can be used, such
as in the Balkans? Perhaps the fact that it is really
only easy to train on the plains of Poland, or the
prairies, that makes people think that is the only terrain to prepare for.
I will now comment under headings used by
Matthew and other writers.
Composition of Close Support Units. Although
John Russell-Jones suggested integrated troops it
seems that this is no longer favoured. "Plus Ca
Change..." by Major Francis, April 1996, makes the
point that armoured and field troops should be kept
separate. I feel strongly that AVRE should not normally be mixed with field troops for the main reason that it can operate well forward of unarmoured
sections, which cannot get up close under heavy
fire, so how a troop commander could control both
I cannot see.
At Le Havre our AVRE, after breaking through
the main minefield, got to work on the Division
main axis about a mile ahead of the Division
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Engineers, working in an area where "The tactical
situation would not have allowed dismounted sappers or soft-skinned vehicles to operate" (report by
HQ 42nd Assault Regiment 12 September 1944).
Incidentally both the troop commander and the OC
were in AVREs [sic] well forward - I find it hard to
see how modem troop commanders could keep forward with the AVREs in their apparently less wellarmoured Spartans (I do not know how
well-armoured these vehicles are against, say, mortar fire or air burst. One could always jump into an
AVRE under mortar fire to save digging!) I am also
a bit suspicious about the CETs - how well
armoured are they?
Grouping and Regrouping. Not only are Close
Support Engineers now permanently allotted to formations but also the tempo is much greater, apparently, so that regrouping should not so often be
necessary. Nevertheless it ought to be considered,
particularly if any unit or sub-unit is so exhausted or
reduced by casualties that it has to be relieved.
Before Battle. In 21 Army Group we only had 12
assault squadrons to support 15 or more British,
Canadian and occasionally one American division.
My own squadron actually supported nine of them
at one time or another, in six corps in two Armies
and with all three Allies, and on more than one
occasion had to support elements of two divisions
at the same time.
When with the Americans at Geilenkirchen in the
Siegfried Line, we came under the Superb
Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry, in the famous desert
8th Armoured Brigade, who organized all the
British armour and I read later in the history of
84th US Division that "the support of the British
Tankers was terrific". At all events they gave out
two Silver Stars. In the forward area our troop commander found out what the American infantry
wanted by inviting an American officer into his
AVRE to help direct the fire. (He got one of the
Silver Stars.)
During Battle. This was sometimes necessary,
notably when forward infantry battalions were
relieved by reserves passing through, as in the
Scheldt estuary when we supported two Canadian
battalions in two different brigades in less than a
week, having arrived in a hurry after the battle had
started to relieve 284 Squadron after the explosion
at IJzendijke.
On one occasion a composite troop of AVREs
and Crocodiles [AVREs with flame-throwing capability] was formed and later a troop joined an
armoured column of AVREs, flails and Crocodiles
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assault regiment was successful in Italy I am
against this idea because I feel that Cavalry officers
would not want the job and that keen engineers
would want more scope - I think it might be a

Cinderella organization.
In the last war bridgelayers (Jumbos) were held
by armoured regiments but I believe they were
rarely used successfully except when grouped
under ARE control, as in the Reichswald and at Le
Havre. At Overloon on the Molenbeek, when we

only had two troops for three crossings, 6 Guards
Tank Brigade deployed their Jumbos on the other
site but they bogged down and failed completely;
one overturned. Whether they would have done
any better under RE control I cannot say as the
ground was exceptionally boggy, and on another
crossing tanks got over our bridge but bogged
down as soon as they left the bridge.
Only one crossing was successful for the whole
of the 3rd Division and infantry casualties were
so heavy that the Dutch still speak of "the
Molenbeek tragedy".
Engineer Intelligence. Experience on the
Molenbeek emphasizes the need for forward engineer intelligence - no amount of recce or equipment can make up for its lack. So far as I can see
the planners did not appreciate the difficulties of
terrain in the waterlogged Dutch countryside,
intersected with wide deep waterways. Perhaps
they did not expect to go there until the sudden
decision to go to Germany via Amhem, leaving
months of fighting to clear south Holland before
any more progress could be made.
Firepower and the AVRE gun. In a book review
in the RE Journalin December 1989 the reviewer
makes the following pronouncement:
"As manoeuvre is easier to demonstrate in peace it
gains the ascendancy over firepower. In war, of course,
it is firepower which is the dominant requirement."
Is this where we have got to?
When The Times published the existence of
AVREs in 1945 they used the following wording:
"The Royal Engineers once again fulfilled their
traditional role as those responsible for handling
the King's Engines of war". They made a special
feature of the Petard and stated: "Whenever walls
of thick concrete, road blocks and steel obstacles
hold up the advance the AVRE is called for to
blast a path for the Advancing Armour".
What has happened to this ability?
When we attended the ARE VE Reunion at
Perham Down in May 1995 I spoke to several

young soldiers and asked how they would deal
with such very strong obstacles or defences. I had
several answers:
1. There would not be time in a modem war to
construct such obstacles.

2. The RAF could do it.
3. The RAC might do it.

4. We should have a suitable weapon ourselves.
I do not believe 1, 2 or 3.

At our recent reunion at Chatharn I spoke to
General John Russell-Jones. He told me that modern explosives are so powerful that a hand-held
weapon could do the job. If this is so why not put
a small discharger inside the AVRE, under cover,
to fire without exposing the firer to enemy fire?
I assume that, although manoeuvre war and
counter-mobility are given priority, the possibility
of fighting in closer country and in towns and villages has not disappeared and in fact might be
more likely, eg, the Balkans, so I do think the ability to use explosives in the assault is still necessary
and should be possible from behind armour without dismounting. I believe that only the French
have a discharger, but loaded from outside; rather
perilous and even more dangerous than the Flying
Dustbin loader - "The French Engin Blind6 du
Genie" - RE Journal December 1990 and "Have
the Germans got it right?" December 1989 (no I
don't think they have!)
Matthew mentions "FIBUA" - we called it
street fighting and AVREs were well to the fore
with Petards.
I told Matthew last year that I was sure that:
* Engineers must be there in a closely controlled team
of infantry, engineers and armour.
*The engineers must be armoured, in AVREs.
* AVREs must have a demolition gun or other remote
demolition device (engineers must be able to do
everything in armour that they have always done
before without it).
* Flame throwers are also needed.
Protective and Covering Fire. In the paper introducing the Chieftain AVRE in 1987 it was suggested that the increased mobility made up for the
loss of the AVRE gun (manoeuvre versus firepower). Whether or not this is so I do not see why
there are now no vehicle-mounted machine-guns
or other weapons. We always used GP AVREs
(ones without devices - often officers' AVREs) to
give covering fire. A huge roadblock near Bremen
was destroyed by 14 rounds from an AVRE commanded by Captain Dougie Hamilton MC. The
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under a Crocodile major. This also happened at
Geilenkirchen, where new groupings were arranged
at nightly "O" Groups when the armour came out
of the line for rearming, refuelling and maintenance. But if night fighting is now prevalent I do
not know if they do come out at night or how they
re-arm, etc. No doubt regrouping nowadays is less
likely and more difficult but the possibility should
not be discounted, I feel.
TDs and SOPs. As I have said I don't think we
ever had these and very little written guidance,
except on radio procedure which was strictly controlled when it first came in (not in the Royal
Engineers at all until 1942 and at first very little). I
suppose things developed very quickly under stress
of war and on the battlefield basic military experience and the common desire to knock the enemy
out and get the war over drove people to cooperate
even if they did not speak the same language.
I never saw US SOPs but they probably had
them. Their written operation orders were incomprehensible to us, as standardization had not been
thought of. Some common guidance is needed but
if more training and experience is gained it seems
less necessary.
Like Jon Welch, I feel that the suggestion that
squadron commanders need a book to tell them how
to command is horrifying. One should not select
squadron commanders who have no experience in
this field - although I think this is more likely in
peace than in war. In our day in Armoured RE
(ARE) squadron commanders were mostly promoted on the battlefield from within our own ranks.
Can a close support squadron support more
than one battle group? Here my experience may
be misleading. If we supported one or more units
or formations they would always already have
their own divisional engineers and affiliated field
companies. I once took my troop to support
2 Canadian Division while squadron HQ remained
with 3 Canadian Division. On arrival, the Acting
CRE, who was also OC 7 Field Company RCE,
put me under command of his company. I was to
support the leading battalion while the field sappers followed up. It was not tested because the
battalion took the first village in Germany without
armoured support.
It seems that the present organization would
make supporting more than one battle group very
difficult, unless it had two integrated troops or
split the field and armoured troops to different
groups; undesirable, perhaps but might be forced
by necessity or shortages.
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Recce. I have been surprised to read of the
reliance upon inexperienced recce sergeants. For
most of the war recce was done by section or
troop officers, supported by recce lance sergeants,
but after 1943 all squadrons and companies had
two recce officers in HQ - the troops and platoons
still had their recce lance sergeants. In ARE we
had no recce element; if necessary troop commanders or second officers and occasionally troop
sergeants did it.
At Overloon the troop sergeant did a night stalk
with an infantry patrol and made a rough measurement of the gap. This led to a complete overhaul of
the plan and the next night, before the attack, the
troop commander went down again with his
sergeant almost to the obstacle in the pitch dark
until they heard the Germans talking. This crossing
was entirely successful (the only one that was).
Further to the right the troop commander was
injured so the second officer sent down his troop
sergeant with an infantry patrol, but the patrol
turned back before finding the minefield which
eventually caused the troop heavy casualties to
AVREs and their crews. A field company major
was next on the scene but he was wounded and had
to be rescued by our OC in his AVRE. In the end,
after two attempts, no tank crossing was made but
the field Sappers came up and worked with dismounted crews to make a very rough wheeled
crossing with broken down fascines.
On the Rhine, as Acting OC, I did the recce
myself with an experienced troop commander and
a small infantry escort, who refused to come all
the way to the water's edge. We could never rely
implicitly on infantry covering parties on either
recce or demolitions in withdrawal.
I feel sure that the recce sergeants are nowadays
better educated and able to hold their own with
other arms, but they apparently need more training, especially in reporting. In field units we made
much use of proformas, especially for bridging
and demolitions, and clear sketches were essential.
If I had a squadron I would want to train them all
myself and not rely on ready made ones being
supplied. When I had a troop training with an
armoured division I used to train the section commanders in recce as well in case they got there
first with the vanguard. But if it was bridging, as a
troop commander I would always want to go
myself as I never liked to bridge on another man's
report alone.
Should armoured engineers be in the RAC?
Although I have heard that a combined RAC/RE
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Infantry thanked him profusely. So why no
machine-guns on a tank hull?
When I sent a photo of the new Chieftain AVRE
to Bob Harvey, Croix de Guerre, one of our best
AVRE commanders, he said "A fine machine but
no fighting ability but the Dozer blade might give
increased protection in front". So let's hope the
next new AVRE will have fighting ability!
Fighting as Infantry. I was amazed to read that this
is another art that seems to be neglected in our
Corps. At the beginning of World War Two it was
neglected but Dunkirk changed all that when even
rear construction units had to fight when the Panzers
broke through. Later, I began to train my troop in
semi commando-type ops. But in Autumn 1942
General Dempsey, Commander 42nd Armoured
Division, came down and said that as Engineers we
were second to none but that as soldiers we were
very poor. All units, even the field hygiene section,
must understand that our first and foremost job was
to kill Germans! All of our troops, including cooks,
storemen, clerks, everyone, were sent to Infantry
battalions to be put through the whole works including assault courses, forced marches and live firing.
Later when I commanded 23 Field Squadron in
Palestine we all learned about Lieutenant Digby
Jones VC, and the defence of Wagon Hill. I read, in
the history of the 1st Division, that 23 Field
Squadron had been put in the line with the Scots
Guards at Anzio and had lost over 100 men. So
when we went to Transjordan with the Guards
Brigade I put 23 Field Squadron in the line with the
Guards as an infantry company and I also volunteered to provide guerrilla enemy for battalion night
exercises. I report this to show what can be done as I
have always understood that a field company is the
best and most likely unit to be called up in a crisis.
Combat Service Support. As Second in
Command of 617 Assault Squadron throughout its
existence I had to organize our echelon system
from scratch, starting from a field squadron HQ.
So I think Jon Welch has got a thoroughly sound
system going and is probably better established
and equipped than ever we were - we had no
admin officers, TQMS or echelon commander but
a really excellent MT sergeant, a RE fitter sergeant
on the ARV with RE and ex-RAC vehicle
mechanics and also a small REME section under
an AQMS with only a wheeled recovery vehicle.
We also had an ex-RAC tech sergeant for tank
spares and armoured-vehicle papenvork.
We nearly always did our refuelling at night in
rear rallies; tried it forward by day at Le Havre

under (unobserved) air burst and got away with it;
not to be repeated! And can TES simulate air burst
or mortaring in rear areas? Do they have any crosscountry or armoured vehicles to get well forward to
the AVREs?
And where do the armoured engineers ancillaries
come from? Do they have dedicated transport or
do they, like we did, have to unload and go back
for them (we had them delivered during large setpiece attacks only - over 300 tons at Le Havre for
four assault squadrons).
HQ Squadron. Matthew mentions HQ squadron,
but I do not know how it is organized or what it
does. We always had field or assault park
squadron and companies who handled resources.
When 42 Armoured Engineer Regiment reorganized for the Far East in 1945 I took over and
formed 203 Armoured Engineer Park and Forward
Delivery Squadron. The idea being that we could
take over forward delivery from the RAC and
send replacement AVREs with complete crews.
We finished up in Hameln in 1946. So how do
replacement AVREs and crews now come up? Do
they come via HQ squadron? We had a training
squadron but now Bovington is used which I hear
is very good.
Conclusions. I think we now have a good Close
Support System and if more priority was given to
training and experience in various types of warfare, not only counter-mobility, the apparent
conundrums of organization and procedure would
soon iron themselves out.
Regrouping, although perhaps more difficult in
fast moving warfare, may still be necessary.
Likewise support of more than one battle group is
not so easy but its necessity in a crisis cannot be
ruled out. Good training and experience make all
these things easier.
I am certain that more attention should be given
to military training, both as infantry and in
armoured warfare, and that AVREs should have
machine-guns or other weapons for defensive and
supporting fire and that complete reliance on other
arms for protective and supporting fire can never
be taken for granted.
I am still certain that AVREs must have a means
of projecting large charges of explosives from
within the AVRE for attacking very strong obstacles and fortifications.
Well, as I said, Matthew challenged and the
result you have seen! I hope it is not considered
the wanderings of a "has been" and I hope it is
helpful. Yours sincerely - Roland Ward.

Reviews
THE HISTORY OF LANDMINES
MIKE CROLL
Publishedby Pen & Sword Books (Leo Cooper),
47 Chulrch Street, Barnsley, South Yorkshire,
S70 2AS - Price £18.95

ISBN: 0 85052 628 0
MIKE Croll is a former Sapper captain, who served in
33 Engineer Regiment (EOD). Since he left the
Army in 1991 he has been involved in de-mining in
Cambodia, Afghanistan, Bosnia and Mozambique. In
this interesting and well-written book, he charts the
history of landmines, starting with sharpened stakes
and caltrops 2500 years ago and leading on through
to the first explosive land-mine - the fougasse, which
appeared in Europe in the sixteenth century - to the
sophisticated minimum metal mines of the present
day. The development of mine technology and the
tactical lessons learnt in wars from the American
Civil War to Vietnam are well covered. Strangely,
the British experience with the Falklands' minefields
is not mentioned.
Casualty figures are dealt with comprehensively,
both in terms of the operational losses due to minefields and the attrition of clearance parties after conflicts. In the former case, the figures show that during
the Second World War, German mines accounted for
about 20 per cent of Allied tank casualties, rising to
30 per cent in the Italian campaign; this was significantly higher than the proportion of casualties caused
by direct fire from tanks.
Clearance of the anti-invasion minefields laid in
England started in earnest after the war and the
majority had been cleared by 1948. However, the last
beach was not opened to the public until 1972 and
155 de-miners were killed between 1945 and 1957.
Painstaking postwar clearance operations proceeded
- often using prisoners of war - throughout the battle
zones and about 95 million mines were cleared in
Europe and North Africa. Mike Croll provides a
table analysing the casualty rates on these operations,
which indicates that on average one casualty
occurred for every 3279 mines cleared. But these figures are misleading, because no casualty figures are
available for the 58 million mines cleared in the
USSR; thus the true figure is much higher, perhaps at
least one casualty for every 2000 mines cleared.
About 40 per cent of the casualties were killed.
The humanitarian issues arising from the mines laid
in an uncontrolled fashion by poorly trained guerrilla
armies are well covered. This unquestionably serious

problem has been confused by the grossly exaggerated figures quoted by some organizations. Mike
Croll quotes the example of Afghanistan where there
were initial estimates of 35 million mines. This was
later reduced to 10 million, but even this figure
would have required the Soviets to lay a hardly realistic 3000 mines every day throughout the nine years
of the conflict. About 10,000 mines are being lifted
annually in Afghanistan, leading to estimates that it
will take 1000 years to clear them all. But about 25sq
kms of land are being cleared annually, and it should
therefore take only about 20 years to clear the 466sq
kms estimated to be contaminated. Clearance methods are examined, leading to the conclusion that
manual de-mining will remain the primary method,
due to the inadequacies of the mechanical methods
that are available. The majority of the mines to be
cleared in the developing world are of Soviet origin,
with a relatively high metal content and thus easy to
detect. Although manual clearance is labour-intensive, labour is not in short supply in these areas. Even
though the de-miners are paid very little by Western
standards, these operations bring a significant influx
of cash to impoverished regions.
Mike Croll goes on to indicate that laudable
humanitarian aims are almost certainly better served
by providing more funds for the de-mining organizations to increase the rate of clearance, than by the
international campaigns to ban land-mines. The
Ottawa Convention will enter into force on 1 March
1999. This convention will ban the use and stockpiling of anti-personnel mines, and requires the clearance of extant minefields within ten years. Signatory
states that have used mines in a responsible way will
therefore be deprived of the use of a legitimate and
effective defensive weapon. But many of the principal manufacturers of anti-personnel mines, including
Russia and China, are not signatories, and the convention will do little to prevent mines getting into the
hands of guerrilla forces. Under the convention, the
UK is committed to clearing the mines in the
Falklands', even though - in the opinion of your
reviewer - there is no conceivable humanitarian or
economic reason for doing so. It is a sobering
thought that historical evidence shows that some
casualties will be inevitable in this operation, particularly given the uniquely difficult ground conditions.
This is a well-researched and produced book with
clear drwings and photographs. Mines are a subject
of professional interest to every Sapper, and this
book can be recommended thoroughly.
CPRB
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QUEEN'S GURKHA SAPPER
HANK BOWEN
Privatelypublished by the Queen's Gurkha
Engineers Trust, availablefrom
Corps Enterprises, Brompton Barracks,
Chathaml, ME4 4UG (ring: 01634 822316)
Price£29.99 incl p&p in UK.

IT has always been widely accepted that Gurkhas
have a special flair for soldiering. What was not so
clear fifty years ago was that they would also be
trainable as Sappers. Such doubts seem laughable
now in the light of the indispensable part the
Queen's Gurkha Engineers have played in the postSecond World War era. Without them the Corps
would simply have been unable to fulfil its myriad
commitments in both peace and war.
How all this came about has been recorded in
Hank Bowen's book, with contributions by a great
many of those who have had the privilege to serve
in this unique band of brothers. "Queen's Gurkha
Sapper" is a comprehensive record of the history
and background of the family within a family that
has become the Queen's Gurkha Engineers. Hank
Bowen has wisely summarized the essence of
General Lance Perowne's earlier and authoritative
"Gurkha Sapper" into the first four chapters of its
successor so that the record is complete. It is clear
from this section how the vision of the early architects (particularly Generals Lance Perowne and
John Bowring) paid off through a Corps policy of
manning the fledgling unit with officers and senior
ranks of exceptional talent.
"Queen's Gurkha Sapper" contains a lot of detail
as befits the keepsake aspect of such a complete
record of a single unit. These are the trees that
form the wood and if the non-Gurkha reader skips
some of them to view the wood as a whole he will
find much to enjoy. The sections dealing with
operational tours, for example in Borneo (particularly), postwar Falklands, Belize and Bosnia and
operations in Hong Kong itself, give as lively a
picture of those campaigns as might be wished.
They are well set in context. An excellent feeling
for the experiences of these campaigns and many
so-called peacetime events round the world comes
from the copious use of personal reports, extracts
from the Regimental Newsletter and other contemporary records and publications including many
colourful anecdotes. There is also a whole chapter
devoted to the activities of Gurkha Engineers in
Nepal itself. This includes accounts of several challenging tasks undertaken by former members of the
Regiment, employing their skills with admirable
enterprise to the great benefit of their own country.

Behind the whole story, however, lies the looming shadow of the British defence budget and the
perennial battle to retain the regimental establishment, ebbing and flowing as it has in parallel with
perceived commitments. Peaks of 1500 in 1965
(Confrontation) and 900 in 1991 reduce to 300 at
the end of the depredations of SDR. Yet to be discerned is whether this is an adequate base on which
to maintain the special requirements of Gurkha
Sappers while accepting the inevitable trend
towards a degree of integration with the rest of the
Army. Clearly no effort has been spared within the
Corps to prepare for this challenge.
This is a gem of a book, marvellously well produced and worthy of any Sapper's collection. The
artwork, pictures and maps, are of exceptional
quality. It is impossible for a non-Gurkha to read of
this creation of the Corps without basking in a little
reflected glory. What the Corps has contributed to
the Gurkhas is clear from these pages but what also
emerges so well is the special contribution of the
Gurkhas to the Corps. We will do well to follow
their example in preserving our own kaida. Anyone
who is unaware of the significance of that word
should certainly read the book.
GWAN
THE PENINSULAR WAR:
ASPECTS OF THE STRUGGLE
FOR THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
GENERAL EDITOR: IAN FLETCHER

Publishedby Spellmount Ltd, The Old Rectory,
Staplehurst, TN12 OAZ - Price£20.00
ISBN 1 873376 82 0
THIS collection is rather like a bag of Liquorice All
Sorts and every reader will have his preference.
Eleven well known writers of the period offer their
aspects and, for this reviewer, five are good. David
Chandler, in a wonderfully rounded yet concise chapter, discusses siege warfare; Philip Haythorthwaite
follows with a very readable, informative chapter on
the unusual subject of fratemization - including some
excellent quotations; Paul Chamberlain takes on
Prisoners of War in the Peninsula and hides nothing
from us, and nor should he; Paddy Griffith chooses to
discuss the value of drill in the Peninsular War, but
under the delightful title of "Keep step and they cannot
hurt us", and makes a prosaic subject entertainingly
readable, and, lastly, John Grehan looks at
Wellington's Fighting Cocks, our comrades-in-arms in
the Portuguese Army, giving these undersung warriors
the place in history they deserve.
On the remaining six aspects, their authors deserve
a clap for trying and if they didn't quite succeed for
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me they may well do so for others. One suffered
from Adjectival Fever, which made for difficult reading, another presented a paper originally delivered at
an international seminar in 1984 in Madrid and
although, for this book, the chapter was actually written in English, so many untranslated Spanish words
and phrases were used that the text became impossible to understand; a stronger editorial hand was certainly required. The remaining four aspects were
careful, solid and informative.
At the end of this book are a total of six empty
pages yet there is no Index, and the one, general, map
of Spain, inadequate. In the List of Plates on page vii
the information on Marshal Soult, Duke of Dalmatia,
is inaccurate. As I said at the beginning, a bag of
Liquorice All Sorts. Take your pick.
JVP
TO JAPAN TO LAY A GHOST
PETER S RHODES
Published by Citron Press, Connors Corp Ltd,
Suite 155, Business Design Centre,
52 Upper Street, Islington Green,
London, NI OQH - Price £6.99
ISBN 0754400115
INTERESTING and very readable, this is the account of
Gunner Rhodes P S, a battery surveyor in
155 (Lanarkshire Yeomanry) Regiment, Royal
Artillery, part of 11th Indian Division during the
long, exhausting and wretched retreat in Malaya
which started in December 1941 and culminated in
the surrender of Singapore on 15 February 1942. All
reports show that the regiment performed as well as
it was permitted in those confused weeks, but the
unrelenting pressure, frequent outflanking tactics and
sheer momentum of the Japanese advance proved to
be unstoppable. After a short period in Changi goal
on a minimal, watery diet, Rhodes was detached in a
working party to the Great World amusement park,
from which stevedoring detachments were sent to
work in the Singapore docks. The hard work, thieving and smuggling involved were much relieved by
his activities as stage manager of the camp concert
party. His enthusiasm and ingenuity in this task were
rewarded by the personal congratulations of General
Yamashita, the Japanese Army commander, who
bowed to him and shook his hand. This period of his
life as a prisoner of war was followed by a return to
Changi where his morale was maintained by further
concert party work, interrupted by incidents of pure
terror when forced to dig his own grave after his theft
of diesel oil from a nearby coastal gun emplacement
was discovered by his guards. The brutal beatings
that he suffered at that time seem to have affected

him little. His phlegmatic and optimistic attitude
lasted throughout his captivity and was responsible
for his survival.
In May 1943 Rhodes and 900 other prisoners were
shipped to the small port of Moji on the southern
Japanese island of Kyushu (oddly enough, my first
port of call in 1958 en route from Hong Kong to
Yokohama to begin the Japan part of my long language course in Japanese. Oddly too, my ship was
an old 4000-ton tramp steamer, which also ran into a
typhoon off Taiwan, but I had five co-passengers,
not 900).
Rhodes spent the rest of the war working at a coal
mine in northern Kyushu, under the orders of a
Japanese miner named Maeda but nicknamed by the
prisoners "the Pig", who worked him as hard as his
enervated physical condition would allow.
Fortunately there was a fine Dutch camp doctor who
cared for these debilitated prisoners and who must
have been responsible for saving many of their lives.
The wartime account ends with the Japanese capitulation and American air supply of the camp, followed by Rhodes' repatriation through the United
States and Canada. To me, the last chapter of the
book, describing his return to Japan in 1970 and his
meeting with Maeda, is unsatisfactory, as nothing is
recorded of his conversations with Maeda. However,
this and subsequent visits to Japan "laid the ghost"
and Rhodes ends by writing "I have neither forgotten
nor forgiven, but I have stopped hating, and as a
result of much close and personal contact, I find that
I like the modern Japanese and am happy to treat
them as my friends."
Rhodes qualified as a Chartered Structural Engineer
and became Chief Structural Engineer to the
Northern Ireland Government. He is an Honorary
Member of the Institution of Royal Engineers.
DOC
ON WELLINGTON: THE DUKE AND HIS
ART OF WAR
JAC WELLER
EDITED BY ANDREW UFFINDELL

Published by Greenhill Books, I Russell Gardens,
London, NWV I 9NN - Price £19.99
ISBN I 85367 334 X
ON the subject of history Jac Weller commented on
one occasion "To be interesting is the supreme aim."
Happily, he himself never fails us. Author of a first
class trilogy covering Wellington's campaigns in
India, the Peninsula and Waterloo, in this selection of
essays he ranges splendidly over the Great Duke's
logistics, his engineers, his intelligence system, use
of guerillas, and tactics at Waterloo - and for the
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reader there is never a dull, or wasted, moment. In
plain, simple language he shows us how
Wellington's battles were half won long before any
day of physical contest dawned, dwelling on the
Commander's exceptional vision in correctly identifying enemy weaknesses and taking measures to capitalise on them. And nowhere is this ability more
obvious than in the chapter on the engineers and their
work in the Peninsula.
Pitifully few in number they were more than fully
stretched and, to their righteous indignation, also
undertrained in many important aspects of
Napoleonic warfare. However, in Wellington they
found someone who understood, precisely, requests
made of them, "His Lordship ... went through every
computation and every detail of preparation with the
readiness of the Professional Engineer of the first
order", wrote an officer, although, admittedly, this
expertise could have its drawbacks and even embarrass them, particularly in respect of sieges in which
he was experienced and they were not. But the construction of the defensive lines or Torres Vedras
before Lisbon, destined to halt the tide of French
aggression in Portugal, also proved the catalyst that
finally drove the invader over the frontier for good.
They stand forever as a memorial to the engineers
who created them, and to Wellington for their initial,
brilliant conception.
From 1808 to 1814 his engineers mapped not
only the country immediate to present operations
but also areas likely for future ones. New roads
were cut, the old widened, and bridges constructed
whether flying or otherwise, in fact everything that
would enable infantry, artillery and the vital supply
train to travel more swiftly. When even faster communications were necessary, obedient to his fertile
mind, the engineers opened up to navigation the
great rivers of the Douro and Tagus. Weller
describes how, "Drag lines attached to teams of
oxen scooped out thousands of tons of sand. Tons
of gunpowder were used to blast away rock and at
least one canal was cut so that boats could be
towed around a particularly tough stretch of river."
Of Anglo-American birth and very much an allrounder in history, Weller also tackles the subject of
a young Wellington's campaigning problems in India
in 1799 to 1804, and compares them with those of
the American commanders in Vietnam in the 1970s.
And one essay, somewhat mischievously, puts his
Lordship "into Confederate Grey" and considers how
he might have fought the Battle of Gettysburg.

Andrew Uffindell's able and sympathetic editing of
this collection further enhances the book, which
opens with his warm memorial tribute to Weller and
his wife, Cornelia, for much of the research and writing was shared. Uffindell's, too, are the important
linking paragraphs in each essay. Weller once commented on how, "Far too much well-researched history is written in a manner so dull that not even other
historians read it", a trap his editor as well as himself
have wonderfully avoided in this delightful book.
JVP
CHURCHILL'S SECRET WEAPONS
PATRICK DELAFORCE

Published by Robert Hale Ltd, Clerkenwvell House,
Clerkenwvell Green, London, ECIR OHT- Price
£18.99
(£13.50for veterans and serviceimen directfroml the
author at 2 Hamilton Road, Brighton, BNI 5DL)
ISBN 0 7090 62370
A TREMENDOUS amount of research has gone into this

well written book. It adds up to a detailed history of
the origins and actions of 79th Armoured Division in
the Second World War, and of its commander, Major
General Sir Percy Hobart, always known as Hobo.
The Division was by far the largest armoured division during the war and was involved in every major
action by British and Canadian forces that took place
during and after the D-Day landings in Normandy.
As Field Marshal Montgomery wrote, "the record of
the Division is unique and its contribution to the winning of the campaign in north-west Europe has been
incalculable." From its formation to its disbandment
it was commanded by Hobo.
Hobo supervised the training and development of
all the new tank-mounted weapons that were produced as a result of our experience in the earlier
phases of the war. These included the swimming
tanks, flails, flame-throwers, tracked amphibians and,
of course, the Assault Vehicle Royal Engineers
(AVRE), with its multiplicity of "funny" attachments, such as assault bridges, fascines, dozer blades,
spigot mortars, mine clearing "snakes", etc, etc.
The story of 79th Armoured Division is such a
vital part of the history of the last year of the war,
that it needs to be understood by anyone who is interested in that war. No other published book is available for purchase that gives such a comprehensive
picture as does "Churchill's Secret Weapons".
AEY
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